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ABSTRACT
We study the non-linear evolution of the acoustic “Resonant Drag Instability” (RDI) using
numerical simulations. The acoustic RDI is excited in a dust-gas mixture when dust grains
stream through gas, interacting with sound waves to cause a linear instability. We study this
process in a periodic box by accelerating neutral dust with an external driving force. The insta-
bility grows as predicted by linear theory, eventually breaking into turbulence and saturating.
As in linear theory, the non-linear behavior is characterized by three regimes – high, interme-
diate, and low wavenumbers – the boundary between which is determined by the dust-gas cou-
pling strength and the dust-to-gas mass ratio. The high and intermediate wavenumber regimes
behave similarly to one another, with large dust-to-gas ratio fluctuations while the gas remains
largely incompressible. The saturated state is highly anisotropic: dust is concentrated in fila-
ments, jets, or plumes along the direction of acceleration, with turbulent vortex-like structures
rapidly forming and dissipating in the perpendicular directions. The low-wavenumber regime
exhibits large fluctuations in gas and dust density, but the dust and gas remain more strongly
coupled in coherent “fronts” perpendicular to the acceleration. These behaviors are qualita-
tively different from those of dust “passively” driven by external hydrodynamic turbulence,
with no back-reaction force from dust onto gas. The virulent nature of these instabilities has
interesting implications for dust-driven winds in a variety of astrophysical systems, includ-
ing around cool-stars, in dusty torii around active-galactic-nuclei, and in and around giant
molecular clouds.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery by Trumpler (1930), astrophysical dust has been
recognized as important in nearly all areas of astronomy. In ad-
dition to its extinction and scattering effects, dust dynamics are
important for star and planet formation (Ka¨ufl & Siebenmorgen
1996; Chiang & Youdin 2010), the evolution of cool stars (Norris
et al. 2012), stellar and AGN “feedback processes” (e.g. radiation
pressure-driven winds; Thompson et al. 2005), cooling in the ISM
and protostellar disks, and chemical evolution (Draine 2003). Be-
cause dust is a collection of (often charged) aerodynamic particles
that are imperfectly coupled to the gas, its dynamics cannot be triv-
ially related to the better understood gas dynamics.
In, for example, planetesimal formation – perhaps the best-
studied astrophysical application where non-trivial dust dynamics
play a crucial role – the imperfect dust-gas coupling produces phe-
nomena such as dust “traps” (in, e.g., vortices and pressure bumps;
Johansen et al. 2014), turbulent concentration of grains, and the
“streaming instability” (Youdin & Goodman 2005). It is increas-
ingly believed that these dust-clustering mechanisms, especially the
streaming instability, may resolve the decades-old problem of how
to aggregate or grow grains from millimeter sizes through to plan-
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etesimals (see, e.g., Johansen et al. 2009; Bai & Stone 2010b; Yang
et al. 2017).
A recent series of papers, Squire & Hopkins (2018a); Hopkins
& Squire (2018b); Squire & Hopkins (2018b); Hopkins & Squire
(2018a), have demonstrated the existence of a generic super-class
of instabilities that appear whenever dust moves through gas. These
instabilities, termed “Resonant Drag Instabilities” (RDIs), general-
ize the streaming instability to a wide variety of astrophysical sce-
narios and systems, suggesting that dust-gas mixtures are usually
unstable. RDIs typically have growth rates which are maximized at
“resonant” angles and wavenumbers, where the phase velocity of
some wave in the underlying gas medium (e.g., acoustic, magne-
tosonic, or Alfve´n waves) matches that of the dust drift. In fact, a
unique set of RDI sub-families appears for every possible “resonant
pair” of dust and gas modes. For example, the “streaming instabil-
ity” of Youdin & Goodman (2005) can be understood to arise due
to the resonance of dust drift and gas epicyclic modes.
The purpose of this paper is to move beyond the linear anal-
yses of Squire & Hopkins (2018a); Hopkins & Squire (2018b);
Squire & Hopkins (2018b); Hopkins & Squire (2018a), and study
the nonlinear regime of the RDI using numerical simulations. We
consider one of the simplest setups possible: neutral dust, drifting
under the influence of a constant driving force through a neutral
(hydrodynamic), homogeneous gas medium. Physically, this situa-
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tion can arise when the dust, but not the gas, is subject to an exter-
nal force, such as radiation pressure. The gas supports undamped
sound waves, which can resonate with the drifting dust, destabiliz-
ing the “acoustic RDI.” The linear regime of this instability was
studied in detail in Hopkins & Squire (2018b), but simulations are
required to study the non-linear regime, including RDI-generated
turbulence and orbit crossing in the dust. Although the setup is sim-
ple, it is important to understand the non-linear saturation of these
instabilities because (1) they can provide fundamental insights into
the behaviors of other, more complicated RDIs, and (2) the acous-
tic RDI may represent the fastest-growing RDI in many physical
regimes and objects, including dusty cool-star (AGB or red giant)
winds, dust in dense molecular clouds and cores, and the obscuring
“torus” around AGN (see Hopkins & Squire 2018a for extensive
discussion).
We emphasize that the setup and simulations in this work are
fundamentally distinct from previous theoretical works that con-
sider dust as a “passive” entity in an externally-turbulent medium
(e.g. Hogan et al. 1999; Cuzzi et al. 2010; Hopkins & Lee 2016; Lee
et al. 2017). In such studies, the gas is unaffected by the dust, viz.,
the momentum back-reaction of the dust on the gas is ignored, an
assumption that is truly valid only in the zero dust-to-gas mass ratio
limit. In contrast, this dust back-reaction is a crucial ingredient in
causing RDIs, and without it, the ensuing behavior is qualitatively
different.
In § 2, we introduce the equations and numerical methods;
§ 3 outlines some theoretical expectations. § 4 describes the results
of our simulations, providing brief comparison to the theory. We
conclude in § 5.
2 METHODS
As described above, our simulations are designed to study the basic
physics of the acoustic RDI in the simplest setting possible. We thus
consider a homogeneous mixture of dust and gas in a periodic box,
with an external force acting on the dust only. Because of the drag
between the gas and dust, this force accelerates the gas as well as
the dust, driving a mean velocity offset between the two phases. The
box is thus simulating a small “patch” of a dust-gas mixture being
accelerated by some external force (such as radiation pressure) that
acts differently upon the gas and dust.
2.1 Equations Solved
We directly integrate the equation of motion for a population of






where ddt is the Lagrangian (co-moving) derivative, a is the external
force/acceleration, ts is the drag coefficient or stopping time, and
ws ≡ vd − ug is the drift velocity, defined as the difference between
grain velocity (vd) and gas velocity (ug). We use angle brackets 〈·〉
to denote a volume average.
















where ρg is the gas density evaluated at the position of the grain,
γ is the gas adiabatic index ∂ log P/∂ log ρg (with P the gas pres-
sure), ρid is the internal density of the grain, d is the grain radius,
and cs is the sound speed given by
√
∂P/∂ρg. We denote the ratio of
dust to gas mass density as µ ≡ 〈ρd〉/〈ρg〉. Technically, this expres-
sion is an approximation to the more general Epstein drag law, but
the difference using a numerically-exact expression is completely
negligible here (Draine & Salpeter 1979).
The gas obeys the usual Euler equations, but momentum con-
servation requires that we add the “back-reaction” term (drag force
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The latter term is simply the opposite of the force imparted by
gas on grains, integrated over all dust grains at a given position.
Here fd(x, vd) is the phase-space density distribution of dust —
i.e. differential mass of grains per element d3x d3vd — so the




For this system, the grain properties are entirely specified by
ρid d (the grain surface density). Because our primary goal is under-
standing the non-linear behavior of the instabilities, we will assume
all grains in a given simulation have the same size, i.e. a single
value of ρid d. In future work (in preparation) we will generalize
to the more physical, but less easy-to-interpret, case of a general
spectrum of grain sizes.
Critically, note that we do not make any fluid or “local termi-
nal velocity” approximation for the dust, but integrate the trajecto-
ries of a population of grains directly. This is necessary to capture
non-linear phenomena such as orbit crossings in the dust (other-
wise, the non-linear outcomes would be unphysical).
2.2 Numerical Methods
We solve equations (1)–(3) using the multi-method code GIZMO
(Hopkins 2014),1 using the second-order Lagrangian finite-volume
“meshless finite volume” (MFV) method for the hydrodynamics,
which has been well-tested on problems involving multi-fluid insta-
bilities and shock-capturing. We model dust using the usual “super-
particle” method (e.g. Carballido et al. 2008; Youdin & Johansen
2007; Bai & Stone 2010a; Pan et al. 2011), whereby the motion of
each “dust particle” in the simulation follows Eq. 1, but each repre-
sents an ensemble of dust grains of size d (in other words, we sam-
ple some finite, computationally feasible number of grains). The
numerical methods for this integration are described and tested in
Hopkins & Lee (2016). The numerical implementaion of the back-
reaction and other aspects of our methods are described in detail in
Appendix B.
The gas and dust integration capabilities of GIZMO have
been extensively validated in Hopkins (2014) and Hopkins & Lee
(2016). For this work, we have also run various resolution tests (see
Fig. B3) and compared to analytic solutions in the linear regime of
the RDI. In addition, we have run several simulations which are
identical to others in our suite, except for numerical methods. Such
tests include (1) a different hydrodynamic solver (the meshless-
finite-mass or “MFM” method), (2) a different time integration and
reconstruction scheme for the grains (a less accurate cell-centered
1 A public version of the code, including all methods used in this
paper, is available at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/˜phopkins/
Site/GIZMO.html
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Fully saturated

















<latexit sha1_base64="u724SCGZ6ZpmClj T6AWibpp/Uog=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avU0ubxSBYhTsbbcSgjWVEkwhJCHt7c7q49 8HuXDQcAX+IjYUitv4Iezv/jZvEwq8HA4/3ZpiZF2RKGvK8D2dqemZ2br60UF5cWl5ZddfWm ybNtcCGSFWqLwJuUMkEGyRJ4UWmkceBwlZwfTzyW33URqbJOQ0y7Mb8MpGRFJys1HPdDuEtF WcyRNaXeDPsuRWv6o3B/hL/i1QO38oHdwBQ77nvnTAVeYwJCcWNafteRt2Ca5JC4bDcyQ1mX FzzS2xbmvAYTbcYXz5k21YJWZRqWwmxsfp9ouCxMYM4sJ0xpyvz2xuJ/3ntnKL9biGTLCdMx GRRlCtGKRvFwEKpUZAaWMKFlvZWJq645oJsWGUbgv/75b+kuVv1vap/6ldqRzBBCTZhC3bAh z2owQnUoQEC+nAPj/DkFM6D8+y8TFqnnK+ZDfgB5/UTQVKVjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IfXe+xaKYujWdEW cDMlwSbbiGiw=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM26tFLYxA8hRkvehGDXjxGNAskIfT0VJImP QvdNdEw5E+8iCji1Y/w7kX8GzvLQRMfFDzeq6Kqnp9IodF1v62FxaXlldXcmr2+sbm17ezsV nScKg5lHstY1XymQYoIyihQQi1RwEJfQtXvXY78ah+UFnF0i4MEmiHrRKItOEMjtRyngXCP2 Y0IgPYF3A1bTt4tuGPQeeJNSf78wz5Lnr7sUsv5bAQxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQM N5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0YJaDtWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDhl09643E/7x6iu3TZiaiJEWI+ GRRO5UUYzqKgQZCAUc5MIRxJcytlHeZYhxNWLYJwZt9eZ5UjgueW/CuvXzxgkyQI/vkgBwRj 5yQIrkiJVImnPTJA3kmL1ZmPVqv1tukdcGazuyRP7DefwAy4ZcC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IfXe+xaKYujWdEW cDMlwSbbiGiw=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM26tFLYxA8hRkvehGDXjxGNAskIfT0VJImP QvdNdEw5E+8iCji1Y/w7kX8GzvLQRMfFDzeq6Kqnp9IodF1v62FxaXlldXcmr2+sbm17ezsV nScKg5lHstY1XymQYoIyihQQi1RwEJfQtXvXY78ah+UFnF0i4MEmiHrRKItOEMjtRyngXCP2 Y0IgPYF3A1bTt4tuGPQeeJNSf78wz5Lnr7sUsv5bAQxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQM N5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0YJaDtWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDhl09643E/7x6iu3TZiaiJEWI+ GRRO5UUYzqKgQZCAUc5MIRxJcytlHeZYhxNWLYJwZt9eZ5UjgueW/CuvXzxgkyQI/vkgBwRj 5yQIrkiJVImnPTJA3kmL1ZmPVqv1tukdcGazuyRP7DefwAy4ZcC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FqF9vm49vmTBVG/ mELz0mJSiqSM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQiJKrJpoIygoQyCPKTEis7ndXLK+ aG7dSCy8ic0FCBEy5/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e74qRQaHefbKq2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wf24VFLJ 5ni0OSJTFTHZxqkiKGJAiV0UgUs8iW0/dHNzG+PQWmRxA84ScGL2CAWoeAMjdS37R7CE+b3I gA6FvA47dtVp+bMQVeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOFZBDFyybTuuk6KXs4UCi5hWullGlLGR2wAXUNjF oH28vnlU3pmlICGiTIVI52rvydyFmk9iXzTGTEc6mVvJv7ndTMMr7xcxGmGEPPFojCTFBM6i 4EGQgFHOTGEcSXMrZQPmWIcTVgVE4K7/PIqaV3UXKfm3rnV+nURR5mckFNyTlxySerkljRIk 3AyJs/klbxZufVivVsfi9aSVcwckz+wPn8A0guTwQ==</latexit>
Side view
<latexit sha1_base64="u724SCGZ6ZpmCljT6AWibpp/Uog=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avU0 ubxSBYhTsbbcSgjWVEkwhJCHt7c7q498HuXDQcAX+IjYUitv4Iezv/jZvEwq8HA4/3ZpiZF2RKGvK8D2dqemZ2br60UF5cWl5ZddfWmybNtcCGSFWqLwJuUMkEGyRJ4UWmkceBwlZwfTzyW33URqbJOQ0y 7Mb8MpGRFJys1HPdDuEtFWcyRNaXeDPsuRWv6o3B/hL/i1QO38oHdwBQ77nvnTAVeYwJCcWNafteRt2Ca5JC4bDcyQ1mXFzzS2xbmvAYTbcYXz5k21YJWZRqWwmxsfp9ouCxMYM4sJ0xpyvz2xuJ/3ntnKL 9biGTLCdMxGRRlCtGKRvFwEKpUZAaWMKFlvZWJq645oJsWGUbgv/75b+kuVv1vap/6ldqRzBBCTZhC3bAhz2owQnUoQEC+nAPj/DkFM6D8+y8TFqnnK+ZDfgB5/UTQVKVjg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IfXe+xaKYujWdEWcDMlwSbbiGiw=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM26t FLYxA8hRkvehGDXjxGNAskIfT0VJImPQvdNdEw5E+8iCji1Y/w7kX8GzvLQRMfFDzeq6Kqnp9IodF1v62FxaXlldXcmr2+sbm17ezsVnScKg5lHstY1XymQYoIyihQQi1RwEJfQtXvXY78ah+UFnF0i4ME miHrRKItOEMjtRyngXCP2Y0IgPYF3A1bTt4tuGPQeeJNSf78wz5Lnr7sUsv5bAQxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQMN5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0YJaDtWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDhl09643E/7x6iu3 TZiaiJEWI+GRRO5UUYzqKgQZCAUc5MIRxJcytlHeZYhxNWLYJwZt9eZ5UjgueW/CuvXzxgkyQI/vkgBwRj5yQIrkiJVImnPTJA3kmL1ZmPVqv1tukdcGazuyRP7DefwAy4ZcC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IfXe+xaKYujWdEWcDMlwSbbiGiw=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM26t FLYxA8hRkvehGDXjxGNAskIfT0VJImPQvdNdEw5E+8iCji1Y/w7kX8GzvLQRMfFDzeq6Kqnp9IodF1v62FxaXlldXcmr2+sbm17ezsVnScKg5lHstY1XymQYoIyihQQi1RwEJfQtXvXY78ah+UFnF0i4ME miHrRKItOEMjtRyngXCP2Y0IgPYF3A1bTt4tuGPQeeJNSf78wz5Lnr7sUsv5bAQxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQMN5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0YJaDtWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDhl09643E/7x6iu3 TZiaiJEWI+GRRO5UUYzqKgQZCAUc5MIRxJcytlHeZYhxNWLYJwZt9eZ5UjgueW/CuvXzxgkyQI/vkgBwRj5yQIrkiJVImnPTJA3kmL1ZmPVqv1tukdcGazuyRP7DefwAy4ZcC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FqF9vm49vmTBVG/mELz0mJSiqSM=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAy XNiQiJKrJpoIygoQyCPKTEis7ndXLK+aG7dSCy8ic0FCBEy5/Q8TdcEheQMNJKo5ld7e74qRQaHefbKq2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wf24VFLJ5ni0OSJTFTHZxqkiKGJAiV0UgUs8iW0/dHNzG+PQWmRxA84ScGL 2CAWoeAMjdS37R7CE+b3IgA6FvA47dtVp+bMQVeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOFZBDFyybTuuk6KXs4UCi5hWullGlLGR2wAXUNjFoH28vnlU3pmlICGiTIVI52rvydyFmk9iXzTGTEc6mVvJv7ndTMMr7xcxGmGEPP FojCTFBM6i4EGQgFHOTGEcSXMrZQPmWIcTVgVE4K7/PIqaV3UXKfm3rnV+nURR5mckFNyTlxySerkljRIk3AyJs/klbxZufVivVsfi9aSVcwckz+wPn8A0guTwQ==</latexit>
Face view
<latexit sha1_base64="wVOskrtcxc9HujnpPPxZ6FU2590=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOz17fp a9ehlMAiewq4XvYhBQTwqmAckS5iddHRw9sFMbzQsAT/EiwdFvPoR3r35N04SDxotaCiquunuijIlDfn+pzM1PTM7N7+w6C4tr6yueesbNZPmWmBVpCrVjYgbVDLBKklS2Mg08jhSWI9uToZ+vYfa yDS5pH6GYcyvEtmVgpOV2p7XIryj4pQLZD2Jt4O2V/LL/gjsLwm+Seno3T28B4DztvfR6qQijzEhobgxzcDPKCy4JikUDtxWbjDj4oZfYdPShMdowmJ0+YDtWKXDuqm2lRAbqT8nCh4b048j2xlzu jaT3lD8z2vm1D0IC5lkOWEixou6uWKUsmEMrCM1ClJ9S7jQ0t7KxDXXXJANy7UhBJMv/yW1vXLgl4OLoFQ5hjEWYAu2YRcC2IcKnME5VEFADx7gCZ6dwnl0XpzXceuU8z2zCb/gvH0BHz6VeA==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z1rl2pFPftGIK/13jBP1of2PzdI=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM 26tFLYxA8hRkvehGDgniMYBZIQujp1CRNeha6a6JhyJ94EVHEqx/h3Yv4N3aWgyY+KHi8V0VVPT+RQqPrflsLi0vLK6u5NXt9Y3Nr29nZreg4VRzKPJaxqvlMgxQRlFGghFqigIW+hKrfuxz51T4o LeLoFgcJNEPWiUQgOEMjtRyngXCP2RXjQPsC7oYtJ+8W3DHoPPGmJH/+YZ8lT192qeV8NtoxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQMN5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0Zp0yBWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDh l09643E/7x6isFpMxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI5ioG2hgKMcGMK4EuZWyrtMMY4mLNuE4M2+PE8qxwXPLXg3Xr54QSbIkX1yQI6IR05IkVyTEikTTvrkgTyTFyuzHq1X623SumBNZ/bIH1jvPxDNluw=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z1rl2pFPftGIK/13jBP1of2PzdI=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjeM 26tFLYxA8hRkvehGDgniMYBZIQujp1CRNeha6a6JhyJ94EVHEqx/h3Yv4N3aWgyY+KHi8V0VVPT+RQqPrflsLi0vLK6u5NXt9Y3Nr29nZreg4VRzKPJaxqvlMgxQRlFGghFqigIW+hKrfuxz51T4o LeLoFgcJNEPWiUQgOEMjtRyngXCP2RXjQPsC7oYtJ+8W3DHoPPGmJH/+YZ8lT192qeV8NtoxT0OIkEumdd1zE2xmTKHgEoZ2I9WQMN5jHagbGrEQdDMbXz6kh0Zp0yBWpiKkY/X3RMZCrQehbzpDh l09643E/7x6isFpMxNRkiJEfLIoSCXFmI5ioG2hgKMcGMK4EuZWyrtMMY4mLNuE4M2+PE8qxwXPLXg3Xr54QSbIkX1yQI6IR05IkVyTEikTTvrkgTyTFyuzHq1X623SumBNZ/bIH1jvPxDNluw=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qQu81PffJBEGpgt1EwWUrApigYg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q /oh69LBbBU0m86LEoiMcK9gPaUDbbabt0swm7k2oJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t3/gHh41TJxqDnUey1i3QmZACgV1FCihlWhgUSihGY5uZn5zDNqI WD3gJIEgYgMl+oIztFLXdTsIT5jdMg50LOBx2nXLXsWbg64SPydlkqPWdb86vZinESjkkhnT9r0Eg4xpFFzCtNRJDSSMj9gA2pYqFoEJsvnlU3pmlR7tx9qWQjpXf09kLDJmEoW2M2I4NMveTPzPa 6fYvwoyoZIUQfHFon4qKcZ0FgPtCQ0c5cQSxrWwt1I+ZJpxtGGVbAj+8surpHFR8b2Kf++Xq9d5HEVyQk7JOfHJJamSO1IjdcLJmDyTV/LmZM6L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7A+fwBr/eTqw==</latexit>
t/htsi = 898
<latexit sha 1_base64="lpqYf5VXy2NTG zdotOoka75zK0Q=">AAACC3 icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3 Q4vgqiZFsC6EghuXFewDmlA m00k7dDIJMzdCCd278VfcuF DErT/gzr9x2mahrQcunDnnX ubeEySCa3Ccb6uwtr6xuVXc Lu3s7u0f2IdHbR2nirIWjUW sugHRTHDJWsBBsG6iGIkCwT rB+Gbmdx6Y0jyW9zBJmB+R oeQhpwSM1LfLXhBmcO4JIoe CYehneoo9tXhd4/pVfdq3K0 7VmQOvEjcnFZSj2be/vEFM0 4hJoIJo3XOdBPyMKOBUsGnJ SzVLCB2TIesZKknEtJ/Nb5n iU6MMcBgrUxLwXP09kZFI6 0kUmM6IwEgvezPxP6+XQlj3 My6TFJiki4/CVGCI8SwYPOC KURATQwhV3OyK6YgoQsHEVz IhuMsnr5J2reo6VffuotKo5 XEU0QkqozPkokvUQLeoiVqI okf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1seitW DlM8foD6zPH3m6mfY=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="lpqYf5VXy2NTG zdotOoka75zK0Q=">AAACC3 icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3 Q4vgqiZFsC6EghuXFewDmlA m00k7dDIJMzdCCd278VfcuF DErT/gzr9x2mahrQcunDnnX ubeEySCa3Ccb6uwtr6xuVXc Lu3s7u0f2IdHbR2nirIWjUW sugHRTHDJWsBBsG6iGIkCwT rB+Gbmdx6Y0jyW9zBJmB+R oeQhpwSM1LfLXhBmcO4JIoe CYehneoo9tXhd4/pVfdq3K0 7VmQOvEjcnFZSj2be/vEFM0 4hJoIJo3XOdBPyMKOBUsGnJ SzVLCB2TIesZKknEtJ/Nb5n iU6MMcBgrUxLwXP09kZFI6 0kUmM6IwEgvezPxP6+XQlj3 My6TFJiki4/CVGCI8SwYPOC KURATQwhV3OyK6YgoQsHEVz IhuMsnr5J2reo6VffuotKo5 XEU0QkqozPkokvUQLeoiVqI okf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1seitW DlM8foD6zPH3m6mfY=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="lpqYf5VXy2NTG zdotOoka75zK0Q=">AAACC3 icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3 Q4vgqiZFsC6EghuXFewDmlA m00k7dDIJMzdCCd278VfcuF DErT/gzr9x2mahrQcunDnnX ubeEySCa3Ccb6uwtr6xuVXc Lu3s7u0f2IdHbR2nirIWjUW sugHRTHDJWsBBsG6iGIkCwT rB+Gbmdx6Y0jyW9zBJmB+R oeQhpwSM1LfLXhBmcO4JIoe CYehneoo9tXhd4/pVfdq3K0 7VmQOvEjcnFZSj2be/vEFM0 4hJoIJo3XOdBPyMKOBUsGnJ SzVLCB2TIesZKknEtJ/Nb5n iU6MMcBgrUxLwXP09kZFI6 0kUmM6IwEgvezPxP6+XQlj3 My6TFJiki4/CVGCI8SwYPOC KURATQwhV3OyK6YgoQsHEVz IhuMsnr5J2reo6VffuotKo5 XEU0QkqozPkokvUQLeoiVqI okf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1seitW DlM8foD6zPH3m6mfY=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="lpqYf5VXy2NTG zdotOoka75zK0Q=">AAACC3 icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3 Q4vgqiZFsC6EghuXFewDmlA m00k7dDIJMzdCCd278VfcuF DErT/gzr9x2mahrQcunDnnX ubeEySCa3Ccb6uwtr6xuVXc Lu3s7u0f2IdHbR2nirIWjUW sugHRTHDJWsBBsG6iGIkCwT rB+Gbmdx6Y0jyW9zBJmB+R oeQhpwSM1LfLXhBmcO4JIoe CYehneoo9tXhd4/pVfdq3K0 7VmQOvEjcnFZSj2be/vEFM0 4hJoIJo3XOdBPyMKOBUsGnJ SzVLCB2TIesZKknEtJ/Nb5n iU6MMcBgrUxLwXP09kZFI6 0kUmM6IwEgvezPxP6+XQlj3 My6TFJiki4/CVGCI8SwYPOC KURATQwhV3OyK6YgoQsHEVz IhuMsnr5J2reo6VffuotKo5 XEU0QkqozPkokvUQLeoiVqI okf0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1seitW DlM8foD6zPH3m6mfY=</lat exit>
t/htsi = 1496
<latexit sha1_base64="q xvCjhq7FdTlaTDQDkc1exCvkms=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK4qjOl+FgIBTcuK9gHdIaSSTNtaCYzJHe EMswHuPFX3LhQxK0f4M6/MW1noa0HAifnnEtyjx8LrsG2 v63Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOsoUZS1aCQi1fWJZoJL1g IOgnVjxUjoC9bxxzdTv/PAlOaRvIdJzLyQDCUPOCVgpH65 4vpBCmeuIHIoGIZ+qjPsqvntGjv1q/PMpOyqPQNeJk5OK ihHs1/+cgcRTUImgQqidc+xY/BSooBTwbKSm2gWEzomQ9Y zVJKQaS+dLZPhE6MMcBApcyTgmfp7IiWh1pPQN8mQwEgve lPxP6+XQHDppVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4WkzeMAVoyAmhhCquPk rpiOiCAXTX8mU4CyuvEzatapjV527eqVRy+sooiN0jE6R gy5QA92iJmohih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/zaMHKZw7RH1ifP+ vCmis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q xvCjhq7FdTlaTDQDkc1exCvkms=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK4qjOl+FgIBTcuK9gHdIaSSTNtaCYzJHe EMswHuPFX3LhQxK0f4M6/MW1noa0HAifnnEtyjx8LrsG2 v63Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOsoUZS1aCQi1fWJZoJL1g IOgnVjxUjoC9bxxzdTv/PAlOaRvIdJzLyQDCUPOCVgpH65 4vpBCmeuIHIoGIZ+qjPsqvntGjv1q/PMpOyqPQNeJk5OK ihHs1/+cgcRTUImgQqidc+xY/BSooBTwbKSm2gWEzomQ9Y zVJKQaS+dLZPhE6MMcBApcyTgmfp7IiWh1pPQN8mQwEgve lPxP6+XQHDppVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4WkzeMAVoyAmhhCquPk rpiOiCAXTX8mU4CyuvEzatapjV527eqVRy+sooiN0jE6R gy5QA92iJmohih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/zaMHKZw7RH1ifP+ vCmis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q xvCjhq7FdTlaTDQDkc1exCvkms=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK4qjOl+FgIBTcuK9gHdIaSSTNtaCYzJHe EMswHuPFX3LhQxK0f4M6/MW1noa0HAifnnEtyjx8LrsG2 v63Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOsoUZS1aCQi1fWJZoJL1g IOgnVjxUjoC9bxxzdTv/PAlOaRvIdJzLyQDCUPOCVgpH65 4vpBCmeuIHIoGIZ+qjPsqvntGjv1q/PMpOyqPQNeJk5OK ihHs1/+cgcRTUImgQqidc+xY/BSooBTwbKSm2gWEzomQ9Y zVJKQaS+dLZPhE6MMcBApcyTgmfp7IiWh1pPQN8mQwEgve lPxP6+XQHDppVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4WkzeMAVoyAmhhCquPk rpiOiCAXTX8mU4CyuvEzatapjV527eqVRy+sooiN0jE6R gy5QA92iJmohih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/zaMHKZw7RH1ifP+ vCmis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q xvCjhq7FdTlaTDQDkc1exCvkms=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK4qjOl+FgIBTcuK9gHdIaSSTNtaCYzJHe EMswHuPFX3LhQxK0f4M6/MW1noa0HAifnnEtyjx8LrsG2 v63Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOsoUZS1aCQi1fWJZoJL1g IOgnVjxUjoC9bxxzdTv/PAlOaRvIdJzLyQDCUPOCVgpH65 4vpBCmeuIHIoGIZ+qjPsqvntGjv1q/PMpOyqPQNeJk5OK ihHs1/+cgcRTUImgQqidc+xY/BSooBTwbKSm2gWEzomQ9Y zVJKQaS+dLZPhE6MMcBApcyTgmfp7IiWh1pPQN8mQwEgve lPxP6+XQHDppVzGCTBJ5w8FicAQ4WkzeMAVoyAmhhCquPk rpiOiCAXTX8mU4CyuvEzatapjV527eqVRy+sooiN0jE6R gy5QA92iJmohih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/zaMHKZw7RH1ifP+ vCmis=</latexit>
t/htsi = 58950
<latexit sha1_base64="ZrubylRUUEJNX55owxQbXFUQ qCA=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYxd1gMBZCwMYygnlAdllmJ7PJkNnZZeauEJb8gI2/YmOhiK29nX/j5F Fo4oELZ865l7n3BIngGmz728qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1geDPx2w9Ma R7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG8osnbhBmcO4KIvuCYfAzPcaumr2ucbV2VbXHfrFkl+0p8DJx5qSE5mj4xS+3F9M0YhKoIFp3 HTsBLyMKOBVsXHBTzRJCh6TPuoZKEjHtZdNrxvjUKD0cxsqUBDxVf09kJNJ6FAWmMyIw0IveRPzP66YQ1ryMyyQFJuns ozAVGGI8iQb3uGIUxMgQQhU3u2I6IIpQMAEWTAjO4snLpFUpO3bZubso1SvzOPLoCB2jM+SgS1RHt6iBmoiiR/SMXtG b9WS9WO/Wx6w1Z81nDtEfWJ8/cHuabA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZrubylRUUEJNX55owxQbXFUQ qCA=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYxd1gMBZCwMYygnlAdllmJ7PJkNnZZeauEJb8gI2/YmOhiK29nX/j5F Fo4oELZ865l7n3BIngGmz728qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1geDPx2w9Ma R7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG8osnbhBmcO4KIvuCYfAzPcaumr2ucbV2VbXHfrFkl+0p8DJx5qSE5mj4xS+3F9M0YhKoIFp3 HTsBLyMKOBVsXHBTzRJCh6TPuoZKEjHtZdNrxvjUKD0cxsqUBDxVf09kJNJ6FAWmMyIw0IveRPzP66YQ1ryMyyQFJuns ozAVGGI8iQb3uGIUxMgQQhU3u2I6IIpQMAEWTAjO4snLpFUpO3bZubso1SvzOPLoCB2jM+SgS1RHt6iBmoiiR/SMXtG b9WS9WO/Wx6w1Z81nDtEfWJ8/cHuabA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZrubylRUUEJNX55owxQbXFUQ qCA=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYxd1gMBZCwMYygnlAdllmJ7PJkNnZZeauEJb8gI2/YmOhiK29nX/j5F Fo4oELZ865l7n3BIngGmz728qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1geDPx2w9Ma R7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG8osnbhBmcO4KIvuCYfAzPcaumr2ucbV2VbXHfrFkl+0p8DJx5qSE5mj4xS+3F9M0YhKoIFp3 HTsBLyMKOBVsXHBTzRJCh6TPuoZKEjHtZdNrxvjUKD0cxsqUBDxVf09kJNJ6FAWmMyIw0IveRPzP66YQ1ryMyyQFJuns ozAVGGI8iQb3uGIUxMgQQhU3u2I6IIpQMAEWTAjO4snLpFUpO3bZubso1SvzOPLoCB2jM+SgS1RHt6iBmoiiR/SMXtG b9WS9WO/Wx6w1Z81nDtEfWJ8/cHuabA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZrubylRUUEJNX55owxQbXFUQ qCA=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYxd1gMBZCwMYygnlAdllmJ7PJkNnZZeauEJb8gI2/YmOhiK29nX/j5F Fo4oELZ865l7n3BIngGmz728qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1geDPx2w9Ma R7LexglzItIX/KQUwJG8osnbhBmcO4KIvuCYfAzPcaumr2ucbV2VbXHfrFkl+0p8DJx5qSE5mj4xS+3F9M0YhKoIFp3 HTsBLyMKOBVsXHBTzRJCh6TPuoZKEjHtZdNrxvjUKD0cxsqUBDxVf09kJNJ6FAWmMyIw0IveRPzP66YQ1ryMyyQFJuns ozAVGGI8iQb3uGIUxMgQQhU3u2I6IIpQMAEWTAjO4snLpFUpO3bZubso1SvzOPLoCB2jM+SgS1RHt6iBmoiiR/SMXtG b9WS9WO/Wx6w1Z81nDtEfWJ8/cHuabA==</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="o mwyb9FzmMCzUyP3yk4hExJyxlw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAE J3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQ S+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkpb 2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq+NUMeywWMSqH1CNgkvsGG4E9h OFNAoE9oLZXe73nlBpHstHM0/Qj+hE8pAzaqzUGwZhRheV UbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1R9Ws4jlkaoTRMUK0HnpsYP6PKc CZwURmmGhPKZnSCA0sljVD72fLcBbmyypiEsbIlDVmqvyc yGmk9jwLbGVEz1eteLv7nDVITNv2MyyQ1KNlqUZgKYmKS/ 07GXCEzYm4JZYrbWwmbUkWZsQnlIXjrL2+S7k3dc+vew22 t1SziKMMFXMI1eNCAFtxDGzrAYAbP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6q1 5BQz5/AHzucP5/+PPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o mwyb9FzmMCzUyP3yk4hExJyxlw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAE J3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQ S+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkpb 2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq+NUMeywWMSqH1CNgkvsGG4E9h OFNAoE9oLZXe73nlBpHstHM0/Qj+hE8pAzaqzUGwZhRheV UbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1R9Ws4jlkaoTRMUK0HnpsYP6PKc CZwURmmGhPKZnSCA0sljVD72fLcBbmyypiEsbIlDVmqvyc yGmk9jwLbGVEz1eteLv7nDVITNv2MyyQ1KNlqUZgKYmKS/ 07GXCEzYm4JZYrbWwmbUkWZsQnlIXjrL2+S7k3dc+vew22 t1SziKMMFXMI1eNCAFtxDGzrAYAbP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6q1 5BQz5/AHzucP5/+PPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o mwyb9FzmMCzUyP3yk4hExJyxlw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAE J3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQ S+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkpb 2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq+NUMeywWMSqH1CNgkvsGG4E9h OFNAoE9oLZXe73nlBpHstHM0/Qj+hE8pAzaqzUGwZhRheV UbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1R9Ws4jlkaoTRMUK0HnpsYP6PKc CZwURmmGhPKZnSCA0sljVD72fLcBbmyypiEsbIlDVmqvyc yGmk9jwLbGVEz1eteLv7nDVITNv2MyyQ1KNlqUZgKYmKS/ 07GXCEzYm4JZYrbWwmbUkWZsQnlIXjrL2+S7k3dc+vew22 t1SziKMMFXMI1eNCAFtxDGzrAYAbP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6q1 5BQz5/AHzucP5/+PPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o mwyb9FzmMCzUyP3yk4hExJyxlw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAE J3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQ S+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkpb 2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsq+NUMeywWMSqH1CNgkvsGG4E9h OFNAoE9oLZXe73nlBpHstHM0/Qj+hE8pAzaqzUGwZhRheV UbXm1t0lyCbxClKDAu1R9Ws4jlkaoTRMUK0HnpsYP6PKc CZwURmmGhPKZnSCA0sljVD72fLcBbmyypiEsbIlDVmqvyc yGmk9jwLbGVEz1eteLv7nDVITNv2MyyQ1KNlqUZgKYmKS/ 07GXCEzYm4JZYrbWwmbUkWZsQnlIXjrL2+S7k3dc+vew22 t1SziKMMFXMI1eNCAFtxDGzrAYAbP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6q1 5BQz5/AHzucP5/+PPQ==</latexit>
⌦




<latexit sha1_base64="4OcRI9LE5RaDlgQnjMhw71wsO0M=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur7Z+VT16CRbBiyXxoseiFy9CBfsBTaibzaZdutmE3YlYQv+GIB4U8eqf8ea/cftx0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6SCa3Scb6uwsrq2vlEslTe3tnd2K3v7LZ1kirImTUSiOgHRTHDJmshRsE6qGIkDwdrB8Gritx+Y0jyRdzhKmR+TvuQRpwSN5HnIHjG/4eHpcNyrVJ2aM4W9TNw5qdZL6fM9ADR6lS8vTGgWM4lUEK27rpOinxOFnAo2LnuZZimhQ9JnXUMliZn28+nNY/vYKKEdJcqURHuq/p7ISaz1KA5MZ0xwoBe9ifif180wuvBzLtMMmaSzRVEmbEzsSQB2yBWjKEaGEKq4udWmA6IIRRNT2YTgLr68TFpnNdepubdutX4JMxThEI7gBFw4hzpcQwOaQCGFJ3iFNyuzXqx362PWWrDmMwfwB9bnD26lk2w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yu7DRZTcNEJDjBacYlP/zlyjo4M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJz1mcRX1KOXwSB4Mex60WPQixchgnlgsoTZ2dlkyOzsMNMrCUt+QxAPingV/8WbX6OTx0ETCxqKqm66uwIluAHX/XKWlldW19Zz+cLG5tb2TnF3r26SVFNWo4lIdDMghgkuWQ04CNZUmpE4EKwR9C/HfuOeacMTeQtDxfyYdCWPOCVgpXYb2ACyax6e9EedYsktuxPgReLNSKmSV493H4Pvaqf42Q4TmsZMAhXEmJbnKvAzooFTwUaFdmqYIrRPuqxlqSQxM342uXmEj6wS4ijRtiTgifp7IiOxMcM4sJ0xgZ6Z98bif14rhejcz7hUKTBJp4uiVGBI8DgAHHLNKIihJYRqbm/FtEc0oWBjKtgQvPmXF0n9tOy5Ze/GK1Uu0BQ5dIAO0THy0BmqoCtURTVEkUIP6Bm9OKnz5Lw6b9PWJWc2s4/+wHn/AUU2lYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yu7DRZTcNEJDjBacYlP/zlyjo4M=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJz1mcRX1KOXwSB4Mex60WPQixchgnlgsoTZ2dlkyOzsMNMrCUt+QxAPingV/8WbX6OTx0ETCxqKqm66uwIluAHX/XKWlldW19Zz+cLG5tb2TnF3r26SVFNWo4lIdDMghgkuWQ04CNZUmpE4EKwR9C/HfuOeacMTeQtDxfyYdCWPOCVgpXYb2ACyax6e9EedYsktuxPgReLNSKmSV493H4Pvaqf42Q4TmsZMAhXEmJbnKvAzooFTwUaFdmqYIrRPuqxlqSQxM342uXmEj6wS4ijRtiTgifp7IiOxMcM4sJ0xgZ6Z98bif14rhejcz7hUKTBJp4uiVGBI8DgAHHLNKIihJYRqbm/FtEc0oWBjKtgQvPmXF0n9tOy5Ze/GK1Uu0BQ5dIAO0THy0BmqoCtURTVEkUIP6Bm9OKnz5Lw6b9PWJWc2s4/+wHn/AUU2lYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jPXJUhdmwpM12K31s3xyh+8eVgk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyXxoseiFy9CBVsLTSibzbZdutmE3YlYQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6ZSGHTdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2ibJNOMtlshEd0JquBSKt1Cg5J1UcxqHkj+Eo+up//DItRGJusdxyoOYDpToC0bRSr6P/AnzWxGdjSa9as2tuzOQZeIVpAYFmr3qlx8lLIu5QiapMV3PTTHIqUbBJJ9U/MzwlLIRHfCupYrG3AT57OYJObFKRPqJtqWQzNTfEzmNjRnHoe2MKQ7NojcV//O6GfYvg1yoNEOu2HxRP5MEEzINgERCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnamCo2BG/x5WXSPq97bt2782qNqyKOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYpPAMr/DmZM6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AJMORug==</latexit>
t/htsi = 59.8
<latexit sha 1_base64="leEQt7TmaUiFz k3Sevu80Pr3aao=">AAACCn icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26 GS2Cq5oUxboQCm5cVrAXaEK ZTCft0MkkzJwIJXTtxldx40 IRtz6BO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc zhz/iARXIPjfFtLyyura+uF jeLm1vbOrr2339Rxqihr0Fj Eqh0QzQSXrAEcBGsnipEoEK wVDG8m9dYDU5rH8h5GCfMj 0pc85JSAsbr2UeYFIYYzTxD ZFwxDV3tqhtf44qpcHXftkl N2psKL4OZQQrnqXfvL68U0j ZgEKojWHddJwM+IAk4FGxe9 VLOE0CHps45BSSKm/Wx6yhi fGKeHw1iZJwFP3d8TGYm0H kWB6YwIDPR8bWL+V+ukEFb9 jMskBSbpbFGYCgwxnuSCe1w xCmJkgFDFzV8xHRBFKJj0ii YEd/7kRWhWyq5Tdu/OS7VKH kcBHaJjdIpcdIlq6BbVUQNR 9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi1Ll n5zAH6I+vzBwl6mR8=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="leEQt7TmaUiFz k3Sevu80Pr3aao=">AAACCn icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26 GS2Cq5oUxboQCm5cVrAXaEK ZTCft0MkkzJwIJXTtxldx40 IRtz6BO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc zhz/iARXIPjfFtLyyura+uF jeLm1vbOrr2339Rxqihr0Fj Eqh0QzQSXrAEcBGsnipEoEK wVDG8m9dYDU5rH8h5GCfMj 0pc85JSAsbr2UeYFIYYzTxD ZFwxDV3tqhtf44qpcHXftkl N2psKL4OZQQrnqXfvL68U0j ZgEKojWHddJwM+IAk4FGxe9 VLOE0CHps45BSSKm/Wx6yhi fGKeHw1iZJwFP3d8TGYm0H kWB6YwIDPR8bWL+V+ukEFb9 jMskBSbpbFGYCgwxnuSCe1w xCmJkgFDFzV8xHRBFKJj0ii YEd/7kRWhWyq5Tdu/OS7VKH kcBHaJjdIpcdIlq6BbVUQNR 9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi1Ll n5zAH6I+vzBwl6mR8=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="leEQt7TmaUiFz k3Sevu80Pr3aao=">AAACCn icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26 GS2Cq5oUxboQCm5cVrAXaEK ZTCft0MkkzJwIJXTtxldx40 IRtz6BO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc zhz/iARXIPjfFtLyyura+uF jeLm1vbOrr2339Rxqihr0Fj Eqh0QzQSXrAEcBGsnipEoEK wVDG8m9dYDU5rH8h5GCfMj 0pc85JSAsbr2UeYFIYYzTxD ZFwxDV3tqhtf44qpcHXftkl N2psKL4OZQQrnqXfvL68U0j ZgEKojWHddJwM+IAk4FGxe9 VLOE0CHps45BSSKm/Wx6yhi fGKeHw1iZJwFP3d8TGYm0H kWB6YwIDPR8bWL+V+ukEFb9 jMskBSbpbFGYCgwxnuSCe1w xCmJkgFDFzV8xHRBFKJj0ii YEd/7kRWhWyq5Tdu/OS7VKH kcBHaJjdIpcdIlq6BbVUQNR 9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi1Ll n5zAH6I+vzBwl6mR8=</lat exit><latexit sha 1_base64="leEQt7TmaUiFz k3Sevu80Pr3aao=">AAACCn icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26 GS2Cq5oUxboQCm5cVrAXaEK ZTCft0MkkzJwIJXTtxldx40 IRtz6BO9/GaZuFtv4w8PGfc zhz/iARXIPjfFtLyyura+uF jeLm1vbOrr2339Rxqihr0Fj Eqh0QzQSXrAEcBGsnipEoEK wVDG8m9dYDU5rH8h5GCfMj 0pc85JSAsbr2UeYFIYYzTxD ZFwxDV3tqhtf44qpcHXftkl N2psKL4OZQQrnqXfvL68U0j ZgEKojWHddJwM+IAk4FGxe9 VLOE0CHps45BSSKm/Wx6yhi fGKeHw1iZJwFP3d8TGYm0H kWB6YwIDPR8bWL+V+ukEFb9 jMskBSbpbFGYCgwxnuSCe1w xCmJkgFDFzV8xHRBFKJj0ii YEd/7kRWhWyq5Tdu/OS7VKH kcBHaJjdIpcdIlq6BbVUQNR 9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi1Ll n5zAH6I+vzBwl6mR8=</lat exit>
t/htsi = 329
<latexit sha1_base64="w X6Q/iouj0nHJTD2ITrSNUP5/+Q=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAF IYnXmu9RV26GSyCq5pUQV0IBTcuK9gLNCFMppN26GQSZk6 EErp146u4caGIW9/AnW/jtM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5f5gKrsFx vq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn197bb+kkU5Q1aSIS1QmJZoJL1g QOgnVSxUgcCtYOhzeTevuBKc0TeQ+jlPkx6UsecUrAWIGN cy+MMJx6gsi+YBgC7akZXuOz2tU4sCtO1ZkKL4JbQAUVa gT2l9dLaBYzCVQQrbuuk4KfEwWcCjYue5lmKaFD0mddg5L ETPv59JIxPjZOD0eJMk8Cnrq/J3ISaz2KQ9MZExjo+drE/ K/WzSC69HMu0wyYpLNFUSYwJHgSC+5xxSiIkQFCFTd/xXR AFKFgwiubENz5kxehVau6TtW9O6/Ua0UcJXSIjtAJctEF qqNb1EBNRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH6I+szx+HjJ jf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w X6Q/iouj0nHJTD2ITrSNUP5/+Q=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAF IYnXmu9RV26GSyCq5pUQV0IBTcuK9gLNCFMppN26GQSZk6 EErp146u4caGIW9/AnW/jtM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5f5gKrsFx vq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn197bb+kkU5Q1aSIS1QmJZoJL1g QOgnVSxUgcCtYOhzeTevuBKc0TeQ+jlPkx6UsecUrAWIGN cy+MMJx6gsi+YBgC7akZXuOz2tU4sCtO1ZkKL4JbQAUVa gT2l9dLaBYzCVQQrbuuk4KfEwWcCjYue5lmKaFD0mddg5L ETPv59JIxPjZOD0eJMk8Cnrq/J3ISaz2KQ9MZExjo+drE/ K/WzSC69HMu0wyYpLNFUSYwJHgSC+5xxSiIkQFCFTd/xXR AFKFgwiubENz5kxehVau6TtW9O6/Ua0UcJXSIjtAJctEF qqNb1EBNRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH6I+szx+HjJ jf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w X6Q/iouj0nHJTD2ITrSNUP5/+Q=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAF IYnXmu9RV26GSyCq5pUQV0IBTcuK9gLNCFMppN26GQSZk6 EErp146u4caGIW9/AnW/jtM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5f5gKrsFx vq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn197bb+kkU5Q1aSIS1QmJZoJL1g QOgnVSxUgcCtYOhzeTevuBKc0TeQ+jlPkx6UsecUrAWIGN cy+MMJx6gsi+YBgC7akZXuOz2tU4sCtO1ZkKL4JbQAUVa gT2l9dLaBYzCVQQrbuuk4KfEwWcCjYue5lmKaFD0mddg5L ETPv59JIxPjZOD0eJMk8Cnrq/J3ISaz2KQ9MZExjo+drE/ K/WzSC69HMu0wyYpLNFUSYwJHgSC+5xxSiIkQFCFTd/xXR AFKFgwiubENz5kxehVau6TtW9O6/Ua0UcJXSIjtAJctEF qqNb1EBNRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH6I+szx+HjJ jf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w X6Q/iouj0nHJTD2ITrSNUP5/+Q=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAF IYnXmu9RV26GSyCq5pUQV0IBTcuK9gLNCFMppN26GQSZk6 EErp146u4caGIW9/AnW/jtM1CW38Y+PjPOZw5f5gKrsFx vq2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn197bb+kkU5Q1aSIS1QmJZoJL1g QOgnVSxUgcCtYOhzeTevuBKc0TeQ+jlPkx6UsecUrAWIGN cy+MMJx6gsi+YBgC7akZXuOz2tU4sCtO1ZkKL4JbQAUVa gT2l9dLaBYzCVQQrbuuk4KfEwWcCjYue5lmKaFD0mddg5L ETPv59JIxPjZOD0eJMk8Cnrq/J3ISaz2KQ9MZExjo+drE/ K/WzSC69HMu0wyYpLNFUSYwJHgSC+5xxSiIkQFCFTd/xXR AFKFgwiubENz5kxehVau6TtW9O6/Ua0UcJXSIjtAJctEF qqNb1EBNRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj1rpkFTMH6I+szx+HjJ jf</latexit>
t/htsi = 538
<latexit sha1_base64="Sk5xA/Q/UE+17+Yl/1LCrnQF AB4=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXNWkKnYjFNy4rGAv0IQymU7aoZNJmDkRSujWja/ixoUibn0Dd76N0z YLbf1h4OM/53Dm/EEiuAbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NJxqihr0ljEqhMQzQSXrAkcBOskipEoEKwdjG6m9fYDU 5rH8h7GCfMjMpA85JSAsXo2zrwgxHDmCSIHgmHoaU/N8RpfntcmPbvsVJyZ8DK4OZRRrkbP/vL6MU0jJoEKonXXdRLw M6KAU8EmJS/VLCF0RAasa1CSiGk/m10ywSfG6eMwVuZJwDP390RGIq3HUWA6IwJDvVibmv/VuimENT/jMkmBSTpfFKYC Q4ynseA+V4yCGBsgVHHzV0yHRBEKJrySCcFdPHkZWtWK61Tcu4tyvZrHUURH6BidIhddoTq6RQ3URBQ9omf0it6sJ+v Ferc+5q0FK585RH9kff4AipuY4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sk5xA/Q/UE+17+Yl/1LCrnQF AB4=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXNWkKnYjFNy4rGAv0IQymU7aoZNJmDkRSujWja/ixoUibn0Dd76N0z YLbf1h4OM/53Dm/EEiuAbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NJxqihr0ljEqhMQzQSXrAkcBOskipEoEKwdjG6m9fYDU 5rH8h7GCfMjMpA85JSAsXo2zrwgxHDmCSIHgmHoaU/N8RpfntcmPbvsVJyZ8DK4OZRRrkbP/vL6MU0jJoEKonXXdRLw M6KAU8EmJS/VLCF0RAasa1CSiGk/m10ywSfG6eMwVuZJwDP390RGIq3HUWA6IwJDvVibmv/VuimENT/jMkmBSTpfFKYC Q4ynseA+V4yCGBsgVHHzV0yHRBEKJrySCcFdPHkZWtWK61Tcu4tyvZrHUURH6BidIhddoTq6RQ3URBQ9omf0it6sJ+v Ferc+5q0FK585RH9kff4AipuY4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sk5xA/Q/UE+17+Yl/1LCrnQF AB4=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXNWkKnYjFNy4rGAv0IQymU7aoZNJmDkRSujWja/ixoUibn0Dd76N0z YLbf1h4OM/53Dm/EEiuAbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NJxqihr0ljEqhMQzQSXrAkcBOskipEoEKwdjG6m9fYDU 5rH8h7GCfMjMpA85JSAsXo2zrwgxHDmCSIHgmHoaU/N8RpfntcmPbvsVJyZ8DK4OZRRrkbP/vL6MU0jJoEKonXXdRLw M6KAU8EmJS/VLCF0RAasa1CSiGk/m10ywSfG6eMwVuZJwDP390RGIq3HUWA6IwJDvVibmv/VuimENT/jMkmBSTpfFKYC Q4ynseA+V4yCGBsgVHHzV0yHRBEKJrySCcFdPHkZWtWK61Tcu4tyvZrHUURH6BidIhddoTq6RQ3URBQ9omf0it6sJ+v Ferc+5q0FK585RH9kff4AipuY4Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sk5xA/Q/UE+17+Yl/1LCrnQF AB4=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXNWkKnYjFNy4rGAv0IQymU7aoZNJmDkRSujWja/ixoUibn0Dd76N0z YLbf1h4OM/53Dm/EEiuAbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NJxqihr0ljEqhMQzQSXrAkcBOskipEoEKwdjG6m9fYDU 5rH8h7GCfMjMpA85JSAsXo2zrwgxHDmCSIHgmHoaU/N8RpfntcmPbvsVJyZ8DK4OZRRrkbP/vL6MU0jJoEKonXXdRLw M6KAU8EmJS/VLCF0RAasa1CSiGk/m10ywSfG6eMwVuZJwDP390RGIq3HUWA6IwJDvVibmv/VuimENT/jMkmBSTpfFKYC Q4ynseA+V4yCGBsgVHHzV0yHRBEKJrySCcFdPHkZWtWK61Tcu4tyvZrHUURH6BidIhddoTq6RQ3URBQ9omf0it6sJ+v Ferc+5q0FK585RH9kff4AipuY4Q==</latexit>
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Figure 1. Evolution of the acoustic RDI in three representative case studies (Tab. 1) at high-k (top), mid-k (middle), and low-k (bottom). Colors show gas density
in a 2D slice through the 3D simulation box (color scale shown), with dust in slice shown as dots. Columns (1, 2, 4) show “side-on” slices (along direction of
acceleration a), while column (3) shows a “face-on” slice (perpendicular to a); for clarity the direction of a is labeled in the upper right corner of each column.
From left-to-right, panels show evolution into turbulence (times in units of equilibrium-state dust stopping time 〈ts〉), illustrating (1) linear (or near-linear)
initial evolution (modest dust & gas fluctuations); (2) the early nonlinear regime (fluctuations are regular and resemble extreme linear instabilities); (3)-(4)
fully non-linear regimes (with saturated box-scale turbulence). Dust and gas density fluctuations are less (more) strongly coupled on small/high-k (large/low-
k) scales. Dotted lines show the predicted wavefront orientation for the fastest-growing mode angle in linear theory. The modes visible in these figures are
somewhat long wavelengths. This is because of the time we have chosen to show. It is sufficiently late that the smaller wavelength modes are no longer visible,
as longer wavelengths have appreciably grown over them. Had we chosen an earlier time, the perturbations would not be visible with our chosen color scheme.
scheme), (3) different initial conditions (using a glass-like, instead
of regular, initial cell configuration), (4) different box geometries
(boxes more extended in the drift direction by a factor ∼ 2 − 8).
As discussed in more detail in Appendix B, these changes do not
significantly affects our conclusions. We have also run a large suite
of 2D simulations (reaching ∼ 2 × 20482 resolution), which we do
not present here, but produce qualitatively largely similar behavior
in the dust, despite the (expected) different non-linear behavior of
the induced gas turbulent cascade.
Our default simulations adopt a resolution Ngas = 1283 gas
elements, with an equal number of dust elements Ndust. We have
confirmed our major results with higher resolution simulations at
N = 2563, and in fact also find similar behavior in lower-resolution
(N = 643) simulations run for testing purposes. Additional numer-
ical details of our methods, and code validation/convergence tests,
are given in Appendix B.
2.3 Equilibrium Solution and Initial Conditions
In our simulations, only the dust is driven by the (constant) ex-
ternal radiation force (a), while the dust back-reaction on the gas
acts to accelerate the gas. As discussed in detail Hopkins & Squire
(2018b), this leads to a quasi-equilibrium solution where the entire
dust-gas system accelerates. Simultaneously, there is also a mean
velocity offset between the dust and gas that balances the drag force
against the radiation force and the system’s own inertia. Because
the acceleration of the system as a whole is constant, the physics of
the RDI in this accelerating reference frame is unchanged as com-
pared to an intertial frame. That is to say, any fictitious force that
emerges in the equations of motion appears in the equations for
both dust and gas, and thus does not affect the interplay between
the two. To ensure numerical accuracy, we have checked this ex-
plicitly in our simulations by adding a constant external force to
both the gas and dust to keep the mean velocity of the system as
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zero. For analysis purposes, we transform back into the reference
frame where the system is stationary.
In detail, the quasi-equilibrium steady-state solution, from
which our simulations are initialized, is homogeneous, with uni-
form mean dust-to-gas ratio µ ≡ 〈ρd〉/〈ρg〉, equilibrium gas velocity
〈ug〉, and drift velocity 〈ws〉 ≡ 〈vd〉 − 〈ug〉 given by,
〈ug〉 = 〈u〉(t = 0) + a t µ/(1 + µ) (4)
〈ws〉 = a 〈ts〉/(1 + µ), (5)
where 〈ts〉 = ts(〈ρg〉, 〈ws〉) is the stopping time at the equilibrium
drift velocity, and its dependence of on ws implies that the equilib-
rium drift velocity depends on the detailed form of the Epstein drag
law, Eq. (2). From hereon, we shall denote this equilibrium value of
ws as ws,eq. This should be distinguished from the value measured
in the saturated state of a simulation 〈ws〉sat, which can differ from
ws,eq due to the RDI-generated turbulence.
Our simulations begin from these equilibrium solutions at t =
0: we initialize a 3D periodic (cubic) box of side-length L0 with
uniform dust and gas densities, 〈u〉(t = 0) = 0, and vd = ws =
ws,eq = a 〈ts〉/(1 + µ) for all dust particles.
2.4 Units
A convenient unit system for our simulations is formed using the
equilibrium gas sound speed 〈cs〉 and gas density 〈ρg〉, and box size
L0. In these units, the initial conditions and outcome of the simula-
tions is (at a given resolution) entirely determined by three dimen-
sionless parameters: the mean dust-to-gas ratio µ, the acceleration
a¯ ≡ a L0/〈cs〉2, (6)
and the grain size parameter
¯d ≡ ρid d/〈ρg〉 L0. (7)
From the equilibrium solutions above, we see that these are equiv-
alent to specifying the dimensionless equilibrium drift Mach num-
ber 〈ws〉/〈cs〉, the stopping time 〈ts〉 〈cs〉/L0, and µ. For conve-
nience, we define the smallest wavenumber that can fit in the box,
k0 ≡ 2pi/L0.
2.5 Simulations
Table 1 lists the “production” simulations that we have run as part
of this study. In most simulations, the equilibrium dust drift is su-
personic (ws,eq/〈cs〉 & 1). Although various different RDIs may be
important even when the drift is highly subsonic (for example, the
“streaming instability” and “settling instability” with gas epicyclic
waves; Squire & Hopkins 2018b), the acoustic RDI studied here
grows fastest when the drift is supersonic, and we only expect it to
dominate over other RDIs in this regime. Consequently, in our de-
fault simulations, we adopt an isothermal equation-of-state (EOS)
for the gas (γ = 1), which is appropriate for GMCs and dense, neu-
tral gas where cooling times are short and motions are often highly
supersonic (and where dust charge, which couples grains to mag-
netic fields, can often be neglected).2
Because of its greater astrophysical interest, most simulations
study the gas-dominated regime with µ < 1. For completeness, we
2 Because our default equation-of-state is isothermal, we note that cs = 〈cs〉
is constant, and we can use cs and 〈cs〉 interchangeably.
also run a number of dust-dominated (µ ≥ 1) simulations, but pro-
vide only a cursory analysis of these because they do not exhibit
any obviously interesting differences in behavior compared to the
µ < 1 cases.
2.6 Analysis
Unless otherwise noted, all statistics computed here are volume
weighted. Gas statistics can be computed directly from GIZMO
output, using the fact that a gas resolution element a has vol-
ume magas/ρ
a
gas. Dust statistics are computed in the same way, us-
ing the the local dust density in the vicinity of each dust super-
particle, ρadust, and the mass of the super-particle m
a
p = Mdust/Ndust
(where Mdust = µMgas is the total dust mass in the box). Because
ρadust is not used directly in the GIZMO calculation, it is computed
in post-processing using an SPH-like local kernel density estima-
tor: ρadust =
∑
b mbp W(xa − xb, Ha), where W(xa − xb, Ha) is the




1/3 is the local mean inter-particle spacing.
All simulations are run well past saturation to confirm they
have reached steady-state, and all “saturated” quantities plotted are
time-averaged across all snapshots after saturation (the exact cut
used makes little difference to the values).
3 THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS
3.1 Linear Theory: The Three Regimes
Hopkins & Squire (2018b) considered a linear stability analysis
of the equations solved here, adopting the usual Fourier decom-
position of perturbations δ f ∝ exp [i (k · x − ω t)] (for some field
f , such as ug or ρg). They showed that the behavior of the inter-
esting unstable solutions depended critically on the dimensionless
wavenumber parameter k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 ≡ |k| cs〈ts〉 of the mode. Three
regimes emerge:
k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 . µ (Low-k),
µ . k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 . µ−1 (Mid-k),
k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 & µ−1 (High-k).
(8)
The linear behavior of the mid-k and high-k regimes is qualitatively
similar, albeit with somewhat different scalings for the growth rates
and mode structure. In both cases the fastest-growing modes are
those that are “resonant,” with kˆ · 〈ws〉 = ±cs, i.e. with the drift
velocity in the direction of the mode matching the sound speed. We
can also see above that as µ→ 0, the mid-k regime extends to all k;
it is therefore also the “low-µ” regime.
In the low-k regime, in contrast, the fastest-growing mode is
the so-called “pressure-free” mode. In this regime, the bulk force
from dust on gas becomes larger than pressure forces, so the gas
becomes highly compressible, and the fastest-growing modes are
those with kˆ aligned with a (or 〈ws〉).
If µ & 1, the definition of these regimes deteriorates, because
the idea of the resonance between dust and sound waves becomes ill
defined since sound waves are strongly damped. However, the lin-
ear mode structure of the low-k and high-k regimes remains broadly
unchanged (Hopkins & Squire 2018b), and our simulations at µ ≥ 1
appear broadly similar to the µ < 1 simulations. Because we lack
a theory for the physics of the high-µ regime, and given its lesser
physical interest, we provide only cursory analysis of µ ≥ 1 simu-
lations and do not consider it in the simple analytic scalings derived
below.
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µ0.001-a¯100-¯d0.1 0.001 100 0.1 mid-k 0.034 3.5 0.051 0.00052 0.14
µ0.001-a¯1e3-¯d0.001 0.001 1000 0.001 mid-k 0.00060 0.84 0.19 0.074 0.21
µ0.001-a¯1e3-¯d0.01 0.001 1000 0.01 mid-k 0.0034 3.7 0.34 0.042 0.39
µ0.001-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 0.001 1000 0.1 mid-k 0.011 12 0.13 0.030 0.19
µ0.01-a¯1-¯d0.1 0.01 1 0.1 mid-k 0.063 0.063 0.013 0.00030 0.11
µ0.01-a¯1-¯d1 0.01 1 1 mid-k 0.60 0.60 0.012 0.00027 0.046
µ0.01-a¯1-¯d10 0.01 1 10 mid–high 3.3 3.3 0.013 0.00027 0.045
µ0.01-a¯10-¯d0.1 0.01 10 0.1 mid-k 0.060 0.60 0.013 0.00027 0.048
µ0.01-a¯10-¯d1 0.01 10 1 mid-k 0.33 3.3 0.097 0.0030 0.31
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.01 0.01 100 0.01 mid-k 0.0060 0.73 0.12 0.034 0.13
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1-LR 0.01 100 0.1 mid-k 0.033 3.3 0.35 0.028 0.071
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1 0.01 100 0.1 mid-k 0.033 3.3 0.33 0.025 0.37
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1-HR 0.01 100 0.1 mid-k 0.033 3.3 0.32 0.033 0.43
µ0.01-a¯1e3-¯d0.001 0.01 1000 0.001 low–mid 0.00060 0.85 0.53 0.14 0.23
µ0.01-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 0.01 1000 0.1 mid-k 0.011 11.8 0.88 0.063 0.37
µ0.01-a¯1e3-¯d0.1-γ5/3 0.01 1000 0.1 mid-k 0.012 10 0.69 0.032 0.26
µ0.01-a¯1e3-¯d1 0.01 1000 1 mid-k 0.036 37 0.51 0.024 0.17
µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001-LR 0.01 10000 0.001 low-k 0.00033 4.6 3.5 0.20 0.33
µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001 0.01 10000 0.001 low-k 0.00033 4.6 3.4 0.22 0.40
µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001-HR 0.01 10000 0.001 low-k 0.00033 4.2 3.0 0.23 0.43
µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.1 0.01 10000 0.1 mid-k 0.0036 37 20 0.19 0.50
µ0.01-a¯1e5-¯d0.1 0.01 100000 0.1 low–mid 0.0011 100 127 0.32 0.55
µ0.01-a¯1e6-¯d0.001 0.01 1000000 0.001 low-k 0.000036 44 94 0.29 0.40
µ0.1-a¯1-¯d10 0.1 1 10 high-k 3.2 3.0 0.013 0.00027 0.046
µ0.1-a¯10-¯d0.1 0.1 10 0.1 mid-k 0.060 0.55 0.013 0.00027 0.050
µ0.1-a¯10-¯d1 0.1 10 1 mid–high 0.32 3.2 0.33 0.021 0.46
µ0.1-a¯10-¯d10 0.1 10 10 mid–high 1.1 2.2 0.76 0.047 0.32
µ0.1-a¯100-¯d0.1 0.1 100 0.1 mid-k 0.032 3.2 1.6 0.11 0.45
µ0.1-a¯1e3-¯d0.001 0.1 1000 0.001 low-k 0.00060 0.86 1.8 0.16 0.20
µ0.1-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 0.1 1000 0.1 low–mid 0.011 2.4 32 0.17 0.51
µ1-a¯10-¯d0.1 1 10 0.1 0.056 0.37 1.1 0.079 0.41
µ1-a¯100-¯d0.1 1 100 0.1 0.025 1.9 8.2 0.12 0.43
µ1-a¯1e3-¯d0.001 1 1000 0.001 0.00056 0.54 6.9 0.24 0.26
µ1-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 1 1000 0.1 0.0081 11 58 0.22 0.86
µ10-a¯100-¯d0.1 10 100 0.1 0.011 1.1 6.1 0.1 0.33
µ10-a¯1e3-¯d0.001 10 1000 0.001 0.00032 0.14 1.4 0.16 0.15
µ10-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 10 1000 0.1 0.0034 3.6 15 0.18 0.38
µ100-a¯10-¯d0.1 100 10 0.1 0.011 0.13 0.24 0.025 0.13
µ100-a¯100-¯d0.1 100 100 0.1 0.0036 0.19 1.1 0.15 0.27
µ100-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 100 1000 0.1 0.0011 0.86 1.6 0.20 0.20
Table 1. Simulations studied here. We list: (1) Simulation name. (2) Total dust-to-gas mass ratio µ. (3) Differential acceleration a imposed between dust and
gas (in dimensionless units of box size L0 and isothermal sound speed 〈cs〉). (4) Dimensionless grain size/surface density parameter ¯d , which determines
the strength of the drag forces. (5) Regime of the simulation (low, mid, or high-k, or a mix), calculated from the 6 longest wavelength modes in the box for
simulations with µ < 1. (6) Initial stopping time (drag coefficient) ts of grains in the homogeneous equilibrium setup: the ratio csts/L0 defines the “low”-k
vs. “mid”/“high”-k regimes. (7) Mean drift velocity of grains relative to gas 〈ws〉, measured in the saturated turbulent state – especially large values indicate
systems where grains “draft” through narrow channels carved in the gas. (8) Volume-weighted standard-deviation of gas velocity in the box, measured in the
saturated state. (9) Volume-weighted standard-deviation of logarithmic gas density (log10(ρg/〈ρg〉)), again measured in the saturated state. (10) Same for dust
density. Bold names denote the “case studies” used in Figs. 1-6. Gray names indicate that the simulation is likely affected by the numerical issues discussed in
App. A.
These regimes also apply formally only to individual
wavenumber parameters k〈cs〉〈ts〉. As a result, a simulation that
spans a range of wavenumbers may technically fall into more than
one regime. For ease of discussion, we have adopted the conven-
tion that the regime a simulation falls into (cf. Tab. 1, col. 5) is
that which the six longest wavelength modes k ∈ [k0, 6k0] fall into
(where k0 ≡ 2pi/L0, with L0 being the size of the simulation box).
Note that our choice to use the six longest wavelength modes is
somewhat arbitrary. If some of these modes are in one regime while
the rest are in another, they are classified as being in both regimes
(e.g. Tab. 1, row 26).
The definition of the regimes given in the expression (8) sug-
gests that the parameter µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) may be useful for predicting
and discussing the behavior of simulations. That the behavior of
a simulation would change with this parameter can be understood
intuitively by noting that µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) is the ratio of the force that
dust drifting at ws ∼ cs exerts on the gas to the pressure forces
on the gas (for a mode of scale k). We will thus sometimes term
µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) as the “force parameter.” As the mass of dust goes up
or down, so does this force; similarly, at smaller scales, the pressure
forces become more significant thus decreasing µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉). The
mid-k and low-k regimes are separated by µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) = 1.
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Figure 2. Time evolution of velocity dispersion in dust and gas versus time
(in units of equilibrium stopping time 〈ts〉). Panels show high/mid/low-k
representative “case study” simulations as Fig. 1. In each, the shaded fan
shows the range of growth rates from linear theory (Eq. 9), from wavenum-
bers k = (1 − 128) 2pi/L0 (where N = 128 is the linear resolution), which is
consistent with the early growth rates. Statistics of the turbulence are mea-
sured in the saturated states as identified.
The linear growth rates of the fastest-growing modes in each
regime are approximately given by (Hopkins & Squire 2018b) ,
=(ω) 〈ts〉 ∼

µ1/3 (k 〈cs〉〈ts〉)2/3 (〈ws〉/cs)2/3 (Low-k),
µ1/2 (k 〈cs〉〈ts〉)1/2 at 〈ws〉 > cs (Mid-k),
µ1/3 (k 〈cs〉〈ts〉)1/3 at 〈ws〉 > cs (High-k),
(9)
where here 〈ws〉 and other quantities refer, of course, to their val-
ues in the equilibrium, homogeneous solution. In Eqs. (8)-(9) we
simplified by taking µ  1, which is chosen for most of the cases
we consider here due to its greater astrophysical relevance. Growth
rates for subsonic drift (〈ws〉 < cs) in the mid- and high-k regimes
are significantly lower and depend on details of the equation of
state and dust drag (Hopkins & Squire 2018b). From Eqs. (6)–(7)
or Tab. 1 (see column 6, which lists 〈cs〉〈ts〉/L0), we see that simula-
tions with smaller (larger) ¯d or larger (smaller) a¯ will have smaller
(larger) dimensionless wavenumbers k 〈cs〉〈ts〉.
3.2 Expected Turbulent Scalings
Here we give simple, quasi-linear estimates for the amplitude of
the turbulence driven by the acoustic RDI. We see below (§ 4) that
these match the measured saturated states of the simulations rela-
tively well.
The basic idea of the argument is to match the turnover time of
the turbulence on the largest scale in the box to the growth rate of
the RDI. Given the predicted growth rates =(ω), and assuming that
the saturated state is turbulent, then when the turnover time of the
largest eddies is smaller than their growth time 1/=(ω), all scales
in the box are mixed before they can grow. Thus, a reasonable es-
timate for the saturation amplitude of RDI generated turbulence is





µ1/3 (〈ws〉/cs)2/3 (k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉)−1/3 (Low-k)
µ1/2 (k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉)−1/2 (Mid-k)
µ1/3 (k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉)−2/3 (High-k).
(10)
Combining the regime definitions (Eq. 8) with these expressions,
we see that the mid-k and high-k regimes can generate only sub-
sonic gas turbulence when µ < 1, with µ . δugas/cs . 1 in the mid-
k regime, and δugas/cs . µ in the high-k regime. In contrast, turbu-
lence generated by the low-k mode can be supersonic in the gas for
sufficiently low k or high 〈ws〉/cs (with δugas/cs & (〈ws〉/cs)2/3).
From this, we can speculate further about gas density statis-
tics. In isothermal turbulence, the gas develops an approximately
log-normal density distribution with variance,
σ2(log10 ρ) ≈ (ln 10)−2 ln [1 + (b δugas/cs)2], (11)
where b ∼ 1/4 − 1, depending on the forcing (e.g. Federrath et al.
2008). From the above (and assuming b ∼ 1/3), we obtain, for each
of the regimes,
σ(log10 ρ) ≈
0.1(δugas/cs) (Mid-/High-k)0.43 ln[1 + 19 (δugas/cs)2]1/2 (Low-k). (12)
For the mid-/high-k regimes, σ(log10 ρ)  1 always, while in the
low-k regime, σ(log10 ρ) can be larger than 1, but because of the
square-root/logarithmic suppression should lie in the range ∼ 0.1−
0.6 for all parameters simulated here.
In the saturated state for the low- and mid-k regimes of the
RDI (though not necessarily the high-k regime), the dust stopping
length is shorter than the size of the largest gas eddies. Given this,
it is reasonable to assume that dust and gas are well mixed and ef-
ficiently share energy locally with respect to the local mean drift.
This implies that that two should have similar velocity dispersions,
δvdust ∼ δugas. However, the corresponding dust density fluctua-
tions are more difficult to predict, because the dust is pressure-
free, meaning its density fluctuations need not be linked straightfor-
wardly to its velocity dispersion. A detailed theory of dust fluctua-
tions in saturated RDI turbulence will be explored in future work.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Representative Case Studies
We find that the three regimes from linear theory extend to describe
many features of the nonlinear saturation as well, so we frame our
discussion around these. Every simulation box contains a range of
wavenumbers, of course, but given our finite resolution, it is typi-
cally the case that most of the resolved modes with 2pi/L0 . k .
1/∆x (where ∆x ≡ L0/N1/3 is the grid scale) lie in one particu-
lar regime for a given run. We therefore identify one simulation
primarily within each regime (µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001, µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1,
and µ0.1-a¯10-¯d1) as representative of those in our parameter survey
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High-k
<latexit sha1_base64="S8OgI2Ipmaw+DsHLgvK5LsnAuKY="> AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgjkGvOQYwTwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZ3qDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl33 28ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDf3WxOujYjUA05j7od0qMRAMIpW8rvInzCtieHoajz rFUtu2V2ArBMvIyXIUO8Vv7r9iCUhV8gkNabjuTH6KdUomOSzQjcxPKZsTIe8Y6miITd+ujh6Ri6s0ieDSNtSSBbq74mUhsZMw8B2hhR HZtWbi/95nQQHFT8VKk6QK7ZcNEgkwYjMEyB9oTlDObWEMi3srYSNqKYMbU4FG4K3+vI6aV6XPbfs3d+UqpUsjjycwTlcgge3UIUa1KE BDB7hGV7hzZk4L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A+cfkiM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S8OgI2Ipmaw+DsHLgvK5LsnAuKY="> AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgjkGvOQYwTwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZ3qDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl33 28ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDf3WxOujYjUA05j7od0qMRAMIpW8rvInzCtieHoajz rFUtu2V2ArBMvIyXIUO8Vv7r9iCUhV8gkNabjuTH6KdUomOSzQjcxPKZsTIe8Y6miITd+ujh6Ri6s0ieDSNtSSBbq74mUhsZMw8B2hhR HZtWbi/95nQQHFT8VKk6QK7ZcNEgkwYjMEyB9oTlDObWEMi3srYSNqKYMbU4FG4K3+vI6aV6XPbfs3d+UqpUsjjycwTlcgge3UIUa1KE BDB7hGV7hzZk4L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A+cfkiM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S8OgI2Ipmaw+DsHLgvK5LsnAuKY="> AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgjkGvOQYwTwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZ3qDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl33 28ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDf3WxOujYjUA05j7od0qMRAMIpW8rvInzCtieHoajz rFUtu2V2ArBMvIyXIUO8Vv7r9iCUhV8gkNabjuTH6KdUomOSzQjcxPKZsTIe8Y6miITd+ujh6Ri6s0ieDSNtSSBbq74mUhsZMw8B2hhR HZtWbi/95nQQHFT8VKk6QK7ZcNEgkwYjMEyB9oTlDObWEMi3srYSNqKYMbU4FG4K3+vI6aV6XPbfs3d+UqpUsjjycwTlcgge3UIUa1KE BDB7hGV7hzZk4L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A+cfkiM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S8OgI2Ipmaw+DsHLgvK5LsnAuKY="> AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgjkGvOQYwTwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZ3qDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl33 28ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDf3WxOujYjUA05j7od0qMRAMIpW8rvInzCtieHoajz rFUtu2V2ArBMvIyXIUO8Vv7r9iCUhV8gkNabjuTH6KdUomOSzQjcxPKZsTIe8Y6miITd+ujh6Ri6s0ieDSNtSSBbq74mUhsZMw8B2hhR HZtWbi/95nQQHFT8VKk6QK7ZcNEgkwYjMEyB9oTlDObWEMi3srYSNqKYMbU4FG4K3+vI6aV6XPbfs3d+UqpUsjjycwTlcgge3UIUa1KE BDB7hGV7hzZk4L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A+cfkiM=</latexit>
10
<latexit sha1_base64="o6Ehgdap3j7WiZUsWe6RqDTKIZk=">AAAB6XicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZL GPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilB88dVmtu3c1B1olXkBoUaA2rX4NRzNKIK2SSGtP33AT9jGoUTPJ5ZZAanlA2pWPet1TRiBs /yy+dkwurjEgYa1sKSa7+nshoZMwsCmxnRHFiVr2F+J/XTzFs+JlQSYpcseWiMJUEY7J4m4yE5gzlzBLKtLC3EjahmjK04VRsCN7qy+ukc1X33Lp3f11rNoo4ynAG5 3AJHtxAE+6gBW1gEMIzvMKbM3VenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XCM5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o6Ehgdap3j7WiZUsWe6RqDTKIZk=">AAAB6XicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZL GPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilB88dVmtu3c1B1olXkBoUaA2rX4NRzNKIK2SSGtP33AT9jGoUTPJ5ZZAanlA2pWPet1TRiBs /yy+dkwurjEgYa1sKSa7+nshoZMwsCmxnRHFiVr2F+J/XTzFs+JlQSYpcseWiMJUEY7J4m4yE5gzlzBLKtLC3EjahmjK04VRsCN7qy+ukc1X33Lp3f11rNoo4ynAG5 3AJHtxAE+6gBW1gEMIzvMKbM3VenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XCM5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o6Ehgdap3j7WiZUsWe6RqDTKIZk=">AAAB6XicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZL GPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilB88dVmtu3c1B1olXkBoUaA2rX4NRzNKIK2SSGtP33AT9jGoUTPJ5ZZAanlA2pWPet1TRiBs /yy+dkwurjEgYa1sKSa7+nshoZMwsCmxnRHFiVr2F+J/XTzFs+JlQSYpcseWiMJUEY7J4m4yE5gzlzBLKtLC3EjahmjK04VRsCN7qy+ukc1X33Lp3f11rNoo4ynAG5 3AJHtxAE+6gBW1gEMIzvMKbM3VenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XCM5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o6Ehgdap3j7WiZUsWe6RqDTKIZk=">AAAB6XicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZL GPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilB88dVmtu3c1B1olXkBoUaA2rX4NRzNKIK2SSGtP33AT9jGoUTPJ5ZZAanlA2pWPet1TRiBs /yy+dkwurjEgYa1sKSa7+nshoZMwsCmxnRHFiVr2F+J/XTzFs+JlQSYpcseWiMJUEY7J4m4yE5gzlzBLKtLC3EjahmjK04VRsCN7qy+ukc1X33Lp3f11rNoo4ynAG5 3AJHtxAE+6gBW1gEMIzvMKbM3VenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XCM5Q==</latexit>
1
<latexit sha1_base64="U07bZsbdnRWqzLDzsxLXZBy2vtA=">AAAB6HicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthms YhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSyxuWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8 tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gE q7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz93m4yr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U07bZsbdnRWqzLDzsxLXZBy2vtA=">AAAB6HicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthms YhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSyxuWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8 tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gE q7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz93m4yr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U07bZsbdnRWqzLDzsxLXZBy2vtA=">AAAB6HicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthms YhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSyxuWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8 tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gE q7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz93m4yr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U07bZsbdnRWqzLDzsxLXZBy2vtA=">AAAB6HicbVB NS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthms YhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSyxuWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8 tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gE q7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz93m4yr</latexit>
10 1
<latexit sha1_base64="bktcbIK1AQojrTfnc4O9eDoAAwQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNB EOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZEMMeAF48RzAOSNcxOOsmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKQw1ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqOTZ4LGPdDplBKRQ2rL AS24lGFoUSW+H4dua3nlAbEasHO0kwiNhQiYHgzDqpRf3H7JJOe6WyX/HnIKuE5qQMOeq90le3H/M0QmW5ZMZ0qJ/YIGPaCi5xWuymBhPGx2yIHUcVi9AE2fzcKTl3Sp8MYu1K WTJXf09kLDJmEoWuM2J2ZJa9mfif10ntoBpkQiWpRcUXiwapJDYms99JX2jkVk4cYVwLdyvhI6YZty6hoguBLr+8SppXFepX6P11uVbN4yjAKZzBBVC4gRrcQR0awGEMz/AKb1 7ivXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHzhnjss=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bktcbIK1AQojrTfnc4O9eDoAAwQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNB EOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZEMMeAF48RzAOSNcxOOsmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKQw1ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqOTZ4LGPdDplBKRQ2rL AS24lGFoUSW+H4dua3nlAbEasHO0kwiNhQiYHgzDqpRf3H7JJOe6WyX/HnIKuE5qQMOeq90le3H/M0QmW5ZMZ0qJ/YIGPaCi5xWuymBhPGx2yIHUcVi9AE2fzcKTl3Sp8MYu1K WTJXf09kLDJmEoWuM2J2ZJa9mfif10ntoBpkQiWpRcUXiwapJDYms99JX2jkVk4cYVwLdyvhI6YZty6hoguBLr+8SppXFepX6P11uVbN4yjAKZzBBVC4gRrcQR0awGEMz/AKb1 7ivXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHzhnjss=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bktcbIK1AQojrTfnc4O9eDoAAwQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNB EOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZEMMeAF48RzAOSNcxOOsmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKQw1ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqOTZ4LGPdDplBKRQ2rL AS24lGFoUSW+H4dua3nlAbEasHO0kwiNhQiYHgzDqpRf3H7JJOe6WyX/HnIKuE5qQMOeq90le3H/M0QmW5ZMZ0qJ/YIGPaCi5xWuymBhPGx2yIHUcVi9AE2fzcKTl3Sp8MYu1K WTJXf09kLDJmEoWuM2J2ZJa9mfif10ntoBpkQiWpRcUXiwapJDYms99JX2jkVk4cYVwLdyvhI6YZty6hoguBLr+8SppXFepX6P11uVbN4yjAKZzBBVC4gRrcQR0awGEMz/AKb1 7ivXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHzhnjss=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bktcbIK1AQojrTfnc4O9eDoAAwQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNB EOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZEMMeAF48RzAOSNcxOOsmQ2dllZlYISz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTKQw1ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNHGqOTZ4LGPdDplBKRQ2rL AS24lGFoUSW+H4dua3nlAbEasHO0kwiNhQiYHgzDqpRf3H7JJOe6WyX/HnIKuE5qQMOeq90le3H/M0QmW5ZMZ0qJ/YIGPaCi5xWuymBhPGx2yIHUcVi9AE2fzcKTl3Sp8MYu1K WTJXf09kLDJmEoWuM2J2ZJa9mfif10ntoBpkQiWpRcUXiwapJDYms99JX2jkVk4cYVwLdyvhI6YZty6hoguBLr+8SppXFepX6P11uVbN4yjAKZzBBVC4gRrcQR0awGEMz/AKb1 7ivXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHzhnjss=</latexit>
10 3
<latexit sha1_base64="CIEOoJEc4FuFFG04f8YYf+863HA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyVRwR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNN wI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4urab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZ kobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+ulKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBgDM/wCm 9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w87cY7N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CIEOoJEc4FuFFG04f8YYf+863HA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyVRwR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNN wI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4urab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZ kobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+ulKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBgDM/wCm 9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w87cY7N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CIEOoJEc4FuFFG04f8YYf+863HA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyVRwR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNN wI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4urab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZ kobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+ulKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBgDM/wCm 9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w87cY7N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CIEOoJEc4FuFFG04f8YYf+863HA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyVRwR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNN wI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4urab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZ kobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+ulKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBgDM/wCm 9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w87cY7N</latexit>
10 4
<latexit sha1_base64="2QBGErbEoP8CsUsaZrJPCSal3t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgj0WvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0L xFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdTz3MbuqzQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azUTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ8tzp2RC6s MSRhrWwrJQv09kdHImGkU2M6I4tisenPxP6+XYlj3M6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP47GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgTKtkQvNWX10n7uuq5Ve++VmnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAw gWd4hTcncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc89o7O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2QBGErbEoP8CsUsaZrJPCSal3t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgj0WvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0L xFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdTz3MbuqzQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azUTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ8tzp2RC6s MSRhrWwrJQv09kdHImGkU2M6I4tisenPxP6+XYlj3M6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP47GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgTKtkQvNWX10n7uuq5Ve++VmnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAw gWd4hTcncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc89o7O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2QBGErbEoP8CsUsaZrJPCSal3t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgj0WvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0L xFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdTz3MbuqzQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azUTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ8tzp2RC6s MSRhrWwrJQv09kdHImGkU2M6I4tisenPxP6+XYlj3M6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP47GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgTKtkQvNWX10n7uuq5Ve++VmnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAw gWd4hTcncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc89o7O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2QBGErbEoP8CsUsaZrJPCSal3t4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgj0WvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0L xFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdTz3MbuqzQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azUTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ8tzp2RC6s MSRhrWwrJQv09kdHImGkU2M6I4tisenPxP6+XYlj3M6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP47GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgTKtkQvNWX10n7uuq5Ve++VmnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAw gWd4hTcncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc89o7O</latexit>
10 5
<latexit sha1_base64="q0+QerYhBas3aybBEYaZGg/2HR4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURxR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8+e47P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q0+QerYhBas3aybBEYaZGg/2HR4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURxR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8+e47P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q0+QerYhBas3aybBEYaZGg/2HR4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURxR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8+e47P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q0+QerYhBas3aybBEYaZGg/2HR4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURxR4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8+e47P</latexit>
10 6
<latexit sha1_base64="/4ThTzsSHUKlPub6qZlXnv4ZFzo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUR0R4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w9AAI7Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/4ThTzsSHUKlPub6qZlXnv4ZFzo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUR0R4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w9AAI7Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/4ThTzsSHUKlPub6qZlXnv4ZFzo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUR0R4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w9AAI7Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/4ThTzsSHUKlPub6qZlXnv4ZFzo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8N AEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUR0R4LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZf YNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS23Mfs4vrab9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWV AwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE9b8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtkQvOWXV0nrsuq5Ve/+qlKv5XEU4QRO4Rw8uIE63EEDmsBg DM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w9AAI7Q</latexit>
10 2
<latexit sha1_base64="pFEV8sT3Xcssve5RQ7yIjxf1IeY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgj0WvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zle12aBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOCv1U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Wxx7oxcWGVIwljZ koYs1N8TGY20nkaB7YyoGetVby7+5/VSE9b9jMskNSjZclGYCmJiMv+dDLlCZsTUEsoUt7cSNqaKMmMTKtkQvNWX10m7VvXcqnd/XWnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAwgWd4hT cncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc57I7M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFEV8sT3Xcssve5RQ7yIjxf1IeY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgj0WvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zle12aBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOCv1U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Wxx7oxcWGVIwljZ koYs1N8TGY20nkaB7YyoGetVby7+5/VSE9b9jMskNSjZclGYCmJiMv+dDLlCZsTUEsoUt7cSNqaKMmMTKtkQvNWX10m7VvXcqnd/XWnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAwgWd4hT cncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc57I7M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFEV8sT3Xcssve5RQ7yIjxf1IeY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgj0WvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zle12aBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOCv1U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Wxx7oxcWGVIwljZ koYs1N8TGY20nkaB7YyoGetVby7+5/VSE9b9jMskNSjZclGYCmJiMv+dDLlCZsTUEsoUt7cSNqaKMmMTKtkQvNWX10m7VvXcqnd/XWnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAwgWd4hT cncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc57I7M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pFEV8sT3Xcssve5RQ7yIjxf1IeY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NA EJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpgj0WvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zle12aBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9RZTgTOCv1U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Wxx7oxcWGVIwljZ koYs1N8TGY20nkaB7YyoGetVby7+5/VSE9b9jMskNSjZclGYCmJiMv+dDLlCZsTUEsoUt7cSNqaKMmMTKtkQvNWX10m7VvXcqnd/XWnU8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qAJLWAwgWd4hT cncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc57I7M</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/ e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZ JUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18t sfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN09 6L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/ e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZ JUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18t sfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN09 6L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/ e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZ JUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18t sfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN09 6L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/ e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZ JUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18t sfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN09 6L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit>
 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/ vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKs kKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xje z8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHn Se/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/ vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKs kKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xje z8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHn Se/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/ vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKs kKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xje z8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHn Se/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o="> AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/ vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKs kKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xje z8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHn Se/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit>
0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit>
0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit>
1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit>
 1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="afWD j7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im/ /GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMU mmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJ RkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC 3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9 fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoy DWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwA qdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3 jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWD j7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im/ /GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMU mmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJ RkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC 3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9 fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoy DWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwA qdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3 jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWD j7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im/ /GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMU mmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJ RkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC 3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9 fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoy DWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwA qdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3 jUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="afWD j7U4tdA5C7AxsacMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWBD0WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im/ /GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUMU mmKWvTRCS6GxHDBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38xyemDU/Ug52mLJ RkpHjMKbGFdBH4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9YUIzyZSlghjTC 3Bqw5xoy6lgs1o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNnThmiONGulEVz9 fdETqQxUxm5Tkns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYouFsWZQDZBxeNoy DWjVkwdIVRzdyuiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7wf1Vo4nLOKpwA qdwDgFcQxPuoAVtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXjlzDH8gff5A7e3 jUw=</latexit>
 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="N1wE qTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX 9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmS TTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZ IMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpB ji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6 u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA 64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGE ziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73F jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wE qTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX 9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmS TTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZ IMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpB ji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6 u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA 64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGE ziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73F jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wE qTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX 9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmS TTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZ IMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpB ji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6 u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA 64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGE ziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73F jVA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N1wE qTbmRPYD1bven9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBi0tWFD0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/QtePCji1T/kzX 9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmS TTlDVpIhLdiYhhgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K//cS04Yl6tJOUhZ IMFY85JTaXLrB/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/eIKGZZMpSQYzpB ji14ZRoy6lgs0ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbOnDJAcaJdKYvm6 u+JKZHGTGTkOiWxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0sSjOBLIJyh9HA 64ZtWLiCKGau1sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfYDx6uanVcxFGGE ziFcwjgBupwDw1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8krZo7hD7zPH73F jVA=</latexit>
0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNskMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgpgNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeI XpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9mmKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC 6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlIIziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAKZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96 L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6NFA==</latexit>
0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5GzXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I="> AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBv VFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FX iF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3 MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZTuAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IY kekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQijRk=</latexit>
1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg="> AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJv r7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwoQNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskq CgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQDMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrvycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+Q YX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwncArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T 34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSNFQ==</latexit>
 1.0
<latexit sha1 _base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7Axs acMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0 WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+ he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hh vhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2b Wd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxH DBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38x yemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdB H4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9 YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1 o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNn ThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tk ns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYou FsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdy uiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7 wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoA VtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXj lzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7Axs acMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0 WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+ he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hh vhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2b Wd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxH DBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38x yemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdB H4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9 YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1 o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNn ThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tk ns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYou FsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdy uiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7 wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoA VtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXj lzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7Axs acMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0 WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+ he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hh vhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2b Wd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxH DBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38x yemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdB H4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9 YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1 o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNn ThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tk ns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYou FsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdy uiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7 wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoA VtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXj lzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="afWDj7U4tdA5C7Axs acMiE/N0jw=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWBD0 WvHisYGuhXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+ he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hh vhpl5USq4sRh/e5W19Y3Nrep2b Wd3b/+gfnjUMUmmKWvTRCS6GxH DBFesbbkVrJtqRmQk2GM0uS38x yemDU/Ug52mLJRkpHjMKbGFdB H4eFBvYB/PgVZJUJIGlGgN6l/9 YUIzyZSlghjTC3Bqw5xoy6lgs1 o/MywldEJGrOeoIpKZMJ/fOkNn ThmiONGulEVz9fdETqQxUxm5Tk ns2Cx7hfif18tsfBPmXKWZZYou FsWZQDZBxeNoyDWjVkwdIVRzdy uiY6IJtS6emgshWH55lXQu/QD7 wf1Vo4nLOKpwAqdwDgFcQxPuoA VtoDCGZ3iFN096L96797ForXj lzDH8gff5A7e3jUw=</latexit >
 0.5
<latexit sha1 _base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven 9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0 WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/ QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw 3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7s rO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYh hgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K// cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLr B/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/e IKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0 ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbO nDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOi WxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0 sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1 sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfY Dx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw 1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8k rZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven 9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0 WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/ QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw 3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7s rO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYh hgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K// cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLr B/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/e IKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0 ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbO nDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOi WxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0 sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1 sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfY Dx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw 1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8k rZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven 9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0 WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/ QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw 3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7s rO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYh hgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K// cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLr B/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/e IKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0 ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbO nDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOi WxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0 sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1 sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfY Dx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw 1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8k rZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit ><latexit sha1 _base64="N1wEqTbmRPYD1bven 9Gc/Rkz34o=">AAAB63icbVBNS wMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi0tWFD0 WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskIp/ QtePCji1T/kzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw 3w8y8KBXcWIy/vdLa+sbmVnm7s rO7t39QPTxqmSTTlDVpIhLdiYh hgivWtNwK1kk1IzISrB2N73K// cS04Yl6tJOUhZIMFY85JTaXLr B/3a/WsI/nQKskKEgNCjT61a/e IKGZZMpSQYzpBji14ZRoy6lgs0 ovMywldEyGrOuoIpKZcDq/dYbO nDJAcaJdKYvm6u+JKZHGTGTkOi WxI7Ps5eJ/Xjez8W045SrNLFN0 sSjOBLIJyh9HA64ZtWLiCKGau1 sRHRFNqHXxVFwIwfLLq6R16QfY Dx6uanVcxFGGEziFcwjgBupwDw 1oAoURPMMrvHnSe/HevY9Fa8k rZo7hD7zPH73FjVA=</latexit >
0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="UXE3 GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX 9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNs kMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgp gNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeIXpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9m mKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7 shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlII ziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAK ZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6N FA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3 GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX 9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNs kMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgp gNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeIXpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9m mKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7 shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlII ziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAK ZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6N FA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3 GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX 9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNs kMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgp gNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeIXpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9m mKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7 shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlII ziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAK ZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6N FA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UXE3 GZ35q6ceyhi0JiRtdY5bBuM=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT 16CRbBU8mKoMeCF48VbS20S8mm2TY0m12SWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX 9j2u5BWx8kPN6bYWZemCppkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aNs kMFy2eqMR0QmaFklq0UKISndQIFodKPIbjm5n/+CSMlYl+wEkqgp gNtYwkZ+ike1qn/WrN/XOQVeIXpAYFmv3qV2+Q8CwWGrli1nZ9m mKQM4OSKzGt9DIrUsbHbCi6jmoWCxvk81Wn5MwpAxIlxj2NZK7+7 shZbO0kDl1lzHBkl72Z+J/XzTC6DnKp0wyF5otBUaYIJmR2NxlII ziqiSOMG+l2JXzEDOPo0qm4EPzlk1dJ+6Lu07p/d1lr0CKOMpzAK ZyDD1fQgFtoQgs4DOEZXuHNU96L9+59LEpLXtFzDH/gff4ATI6N FA==</latexit>
0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="3H5G zXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh 69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r 8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBvVFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2 Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5 gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FXiF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+ iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9 fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD 4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZT uAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQi jRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5G zXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh 69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r 8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBvVFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2 Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5 gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FXiF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+ iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9 fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD 4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZT uAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQi jRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5G zXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh 69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r 8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBvVFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2 Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5 gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FXiF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+ iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9 fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD 4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZT uAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQi jRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3H5G zXKdfLDSg18XOBji2bXeE4I=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh 69BIvgacmKoseCF48V7Qe0S8mm2TY0m12SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r 8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUwlpBvVFpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0ctk2 Sa8SZLZKI7ITVcCsWbVljJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ92knKg5 gOlYgEo9ZJD8S76ldrxCNz4FXiF6QGBRr96ldvkLAs5soySY3p+ iS1QU61FUzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3nVU0ZibIJ+fOsVnThngKNGulMVz9 fdETmNjJnHoOmNqR2bZm4n/ed3MRjdBLlSaWa7YYlGUSWwTPPsbD 4TmzMqJI5Rp4W7FbEQ1ZdalU3Eh+Msvr5LWhecTz7+/rNVJEUcZT uAUzsGHa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkLFzDH8Afr8AVQi jRk=</latexit>
1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="PCy6 LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS 1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn /jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs 0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwo QNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskqCgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQ DMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrv ycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+QYX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpS yM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwnc ArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSN FQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6 LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS 1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn /jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs 0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwo QNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskqCgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQ DMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrv ycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+QYX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpS yM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwnc ArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSN FQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6 LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS 1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn /jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs 0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwo QNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskqCgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQ DMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrv ycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+QYX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpS yM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwnc ArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSN FQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PCy6 LEIsTmuq8HEVLfxZWh+roFg=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS 1tFoNgdeyJoGXAxjKiiYHkCHubvWTJ3t6xOyeEkJ9gY6GIrb/Izn /jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelClpkdJvr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD49aNs 0NF02eqtS0I2aFklo0UaIS7cwIlkRKPEajm5n/+CSMlal+wHEmwo QNtIwlZ+ik+8CnvWqN+nQOskqCgtSgQKNX/er2U54nQiNXzNpOQ DMMJ8yg5EpMK93ciozxERuIjqOaJcKGk/mpU3LmlD6JU+NKI5mrv ycmLLF2nESuM2E4tMveTPzP6+QYX4cTqbMcheaLRXGuCKZk9jfpS yM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NKpuBCC5ZdXSevCD6gf3F3W6rSIowwnc ArnEMAV1OEWGtAEDgN4hld485T34r17H4vWklfMHMMfeJ8/ThSN FQ==</latexit>
 2
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="KvRTgoaNdrp kk1Rxra1OMm5c DyI=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yUpBT0WvHisYj +gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6D/w4kE Rr/4jb/4bt20O 2vpg4PHeDDPzg kQKg6777RQ2Nr e2d4q7pb39g8O j8vFJ28SpZrzF YhnrbkANl0LxF gqUvJtoTqNA8k 4wuZ37nSeujYj VI04T7kd0pEQo GEUrPVzVBuWKW 3UXIOvEy0kFcj QH5a/+MGZpxBU ySY3peW6CfkY1 Cib5rNRPDU8om 9AR71mqaMSNny 0unZELqwxJGGt bCslC/T2R0ciY aRTYzoji2Kx6 c/E/r5dieONnQ iUpcsWWi8JUEo zJ/G0yFJozlFN LKNPC3krYmGrK 0IZTsiF4qy+vk 3at6rlV775eab h5HEU4g3O4BA+ uoQF30IQWMAjh GV7hzZk4L8678 7FsLTj5zCn8gf P5A9/8jNs=</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="KvRTgoaNdrp kk1Rxra1OMm5c DyI=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yUpBT0WvHisYj +gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6D/w4kE Rr/4jb/4bt20O 2vpg4PHeDDPzg kQKg6777RQ2Nr e2d4q7pb39g8O j8vFJ28SpZrzF YhnrbkANl0LxF gqUvJtoTqNA8k 4wuZ37nSeujYj VI04T7kd0pEQo GEUrPVzVBuWKW 3UXIOvEy0kFcj QH5a/+MGZpxBU ySY3peW6CfkY1 Cib5rNRPDU8om 9AR71mqaMSNny 0unZELqwxJGGt bCslC/T2R0ciY aRTYzoji2Kx6 c/E/r5dieONnQ iUpcsWWi8JUEo zJ/G0yFJozlFN LKNPC3krYmGrK 0IZTsiF4qy+vk 3at6rlV775eab h5HEU4g3O4BA+ uoQF30IQWMAjh GV7hzZk4L8678 7FsLTj5zCn8gf P5A9/8jNs=</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="KvRTgoaNdrp kk1Rxra1OMm5c DyI=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yUpBT0WvHisYj +gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6D/w4kE Rr/4jb/4bt20O 2vpg4PHeDDPzg kQKg6777RQ2Nr e2d4q7pb39g8O j8vFJ28SpZrzF YhnrbkANl0LxF gqUvJtoTqNA8k 4wuZ37nSeujYj VI04T7kd0pEQo GEUrPVzVBuWKW 3UXIOvEy0kFcj QH5a/+MGZpxBU ySY3peW6CfkY1 Cib5rNRPDU8om 9AR71mqaMSNny 0unZELqwxJGGt bCslC/T2R0ciY aRTYzoji2Kx6 c/E/r5dieONnQ iUpcsWWi8JUEo zJ/G0yFJozlFN LKNPC3krYmGrK 0IZTsiF4qy+vk 3at6rlV775eab h5HEU4g3O4BA+ uoQF30IQWMAjh GV7hzZk4L8678 7FsLTj5zCn8gf P5A9/8jNs=</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="KvRTgoaNdrp kk1Rxra1OMm5c DyI=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yUpBT0WvHisYj +gDWWz3bRLN5u wOxFK6D/w4kE Rr/4jb/4bt20O 2vpg4PHeDDPzg kQKg6777RQ2Nr e2d4q7pb39g8O j8vFJ28SpZrzF YhnrbkANl0LxF gqUvJtoTqNA8k 4wuZ37nSeujYj VI04T7kd0pEQo GEUrPVzVBuWKW 3UXIOvEy0kFcj QH5a/+MGZpxBU ySY3peW6CfkY1 Cib5rNRPDU8om 9AR71mqaMSNny 0unZELqwxJGGt bCslC/T2R0ciY aRTYzoji2Kx6 c/E/r5dieONnQ iUpcsWWi8JUEo zJ/G0yFJozlFN LKNPC3krYmGrK 0IZTsiF4qy+vk 3at6rlV775eab h5HEU4g3O4BA+ uoQF30IQWMAjh GV7hzZk4L8678 7FsLTj5zCn8gf P5A9/8jNs=</l atexit>
 1
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="Ix4PL0XfTVn /r6Ct0XIWnUhW 67U=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yURQY8FLx6r2A 9oQ9lsN+3SzSb sToQS+g+8eFD Eq//Im//GbZqD tj4YeLw3w8y8I JHCoOt+O6W19Y 3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+ genjUNnGqGW+x WMa6G1DDpVC8h QIl7yaa0yiQvB NMbud+54lrI2L 1iNOE+xEdKREK RtFKDxfeoFpz6 24Oskq8gtSgQH NQ/eoPY5ZGXCG T1Jie5yboZ1Sj YJLPKv3U8ISyC R3xnqWKRtz4WX 7pjJxZZUjCWNt SSHL190RGI2Om UWA7I4pjs+zN xf+8XorhjZ8Jl aTIFVssClNJMC bzt8lQaM5QTi2 hTAt7K2FjqilD G07FhuAtv7xK2 pd1z61791e1hl vEUYYTOIVz8OA aGnAHTWgBgxCe 4RXenInz4rw7H 4vWklPMHMMfOJ 8/3niM2g==</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="Ix4PL0XfTVn /r6Ct0XIWnUhW 67U=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yURQY8FLx6r2A 9oQ9lsN+3SzSb sToQS+g+8eFD Eq//Im//GbZqD tj4YeLw3w8y8I JHCoOt+O6W19Y 3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+ genjUNnGqGW+x WMa6G1DDpVC8h QIl7yaa0yiQvB NMbud+54lrI2L 1iNOE+xEdKREK RtFKDxfeoFpz6 24Oskq8gtSgQH NQ/eoPY5ZGXCG T1Jie5yboZ1Sj YJLPKv3U8ISyC R3xnqWKRtz4WX 7pjJxZZUjCWNt SSHL190RGI2Om UWA7I4pjs+zN xf+8XorhjZ8Jl aTIFVssClNJMC bzt8lQaM5QTi2 hTAt7K2FjqilD G07FhuAtv7xK2 pd1z61791e1hl vEUYYTOIVz8OA aGnAHTWgBgxCe 4RXenInz4rw7H 4vWklPMHMMfOJ 8/3niM2g==</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="Ix4PL0XfTVn /r6Ct0XIWnUhW 67U=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yURQY8FLx6r2A 9oQ9lsN+3SzSb sToQS+g+8eFD Eq//Im//GbZqD tj4YeLw3w8y8I JHCoOt+O6W19Y 3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+ genjUNnGqGW+x WMa6G1DDpVC8h QIl7yaa0yiQvB NMbud+54lrI2L 1iNOE+xEdKREK RtFKDxfeoFpz6 24Oskq8gtSgQH NQ/eoPY5ZGXCG T1Jie5yboZ1Sj YJLPKv3U8ISyC R3xnqWKRtz4WX 7pjJxZZUjCWNt SSHL190RGI2Om UWA7I4pjs+zN xf+8XorhjZ8Jl aTIFVssClNJMC bzt8lQaM5QTi2 hTAt7K2FjqilD G07FhuAtv7xK2 pd1z61791e1hl vEUYYTOIVz8OA aGnAHTWgBgxCe 4RXenInz4rw7H 4vWklPMHMMfOJ 8/3niM2g==</l atexit><latexi t sha1_base64 ="Ix4PL0XfTVn /r6Ct0XIWnUhW 67U=">AAAB6Xi cbVBNS8NAEJ3U r1q/qh69LBbBi yURQY8FLx6r2A 9oQ9lsN+3SzSb sToQS+g+8eFD Eq//Im//GbZqD tj4YeLw3w8y8I JHCoOt+O6W19Y 3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+ genjUNnGqGW+x WMa6G1DDpVC8h QIl7yaa0yiQvB NMbud+54lrI2L 1iNOE+xEdKREK RtFKDxfeoFpz6 24Oskq8gtSgQH NQ/eoPY5ZGXCG T1Jie5yboZ1Sj YJLPKv3U8ISyC R3xnqWKRtz4WX 7pjJxZZUjCWNt SSHL190RGI2Om UWA7I4pjs+zN xf+8XorhjZ8Jl aTIFVssClNJMC bzt8lQaM5QTi2 hTAt7K2FjqilD G07FhuAtv7xK2 pd1z61791e1hl vEUYYTOIVz8OA aGnAHTWgBgxCe 4RXenInz4rw7H 4vWklPMHMMfOJ 8/3niM2g==</l atexit>
0
<latexi t sha1_base64 ="k+eAahHboMi SibYjiJgad5pI iKI=">AAAB6Hi cbVDLSgNBEOyN rxhfUY9eBoPgK cyKoMeAF48JmA ckS5id9CZjZme XmVkhhHyBFw+ KePWTvPk3TpI9 aGJBQ1HVTXdXm EphLKXfXmFjc2 t7p7hb2ts/ODw qH5+0TJJpjk2e yER3QmZQCoVNK 6zETqqRxaHEdj i+m/vtJ9RGJOr BTlIMYjZUIhKc WSc1aL9coVW6A Fknfk4qkKPeL3 /1BgnPYlSWS2Z M16epDaZMW8El zkq9zGDK+JgNs euoYjGaYLo4dE YunDIgUaJdKUs W6u+JKYuNmcSh 64yZHZlVby7+ 53UzG90GU6HSz KLiy0VRJolNyP xrMhAauZUTRxj Xwt1K+Ihpxq3L puRC8FdfXietq 6pPq37julKjeR xFOINzuAQfbqA G91CHJnBAeIZX ePMevRfv3ftYt ha8fOYU/sD7/A Fzr4yi</latex it><latexi t sha1_base64 ="k+eAahHboMi SibYjiJgad5pI iKI=">AAAB6Hi cbVDLSgNBEOyN rxhfUY9eBoPgK cyKoMeAF48JmA ckS5id9CZjZme XmVkhhHyBFw+ KePWTvPk3TpI9 aGJBQ1HVTXdXm EphLKXfXmFjc2 t7p7hb2ts/ODw qH5+0TJJpjk2e yER3QmZQCoVNK 6zETqqRxaHEdj i+m/vtJ9RGJOr BTlIMYjZUIhKc WSc1aL9coVW6A Fknfk4qkKPeL3 /1BgnPYlSWS2Z M16epDaZMW8El zkq9zGDK+JgNs euoYjGaYLo4dE YunDIgUaJdKUs W6u+JKYuNmcSh 64yZHZlVby7+ 53UzG90GU6HSz KLiy0VRJolNyP xrMhAauZUTRxj Xwt1K+Ihpxq3L puRC8FdfXietq 6pPq37julKjeR xFOINzuAQfbqA G91CHJnBAeIZX ePMevRfv3ftYt ha8fOYU/sD7/A Fzr4yi</latex it><latexi t sha1_base64 ="k+eAahHboMi SibYjiJgad5pI iKI=">AAAB6Hi cbVDLSgNBEOyN rxhfUY9eBoPgK cyKoMeAF48JmA ckS5id9CZjZme XmVkhhHyBFw+ KePWTvPk3TpI9 aGJBQ1HVTXdXm EphLKXfXmFjc2 t7p7hb2ts/ODw qH5+0TJJpjk2e yER3QmZQCoVNK 6zETqqRxaHEdj i+m/vtJ9RGJOr BTlIMYjZUIhKc WSc1aL9coVW6A Fknfk4qkKPeL3 /1BgnPYlSWS2Z M16epDaZMW8El zkq9zGDK+JgNs euoYjGaYLo4dE YunDIgUaJdKUs W6u+JKYuNmcSh 64yZHZlVby7+ 53UzG90GU6HSz KLiy0VRJolNyP xrMhAauZUTRxj Xwt1K+Ihpxq3L puRC8FdfXietq 6pPq37julKjeR xFOINzuAQfbqA G91CHJnBAeIZX ePMevRfv3ftYt ha8fOYU/sD7/A Fzr4yi</latex it><latexi t sha1_base64 ="k+eAahHboMi SibYjiJgad5pI iKI=">AAAB6Hi cbVDLSgNBEOyN rxhfUY9eBoPgK cyKoMeAF48JmA ckS5id9CZjZme XmVkhhHyBFw+ KePWTvPk3TpI9 aGJBQ1HVTXdXm EphLKXfXmFjc2 t7p7hb2ts/ODw qH5+0TJJpjk2e yER3QmZQCoVNK 6zETqqRxaHEdj i+m/vtJ9RGJOr BTlIMYjZUIhKc WSc1aL9coVW6A Fknfk4qkKPeL3 /1BgnPYlSWS2Z M16epDaZMW8El zkq9zGDK+JgNs euoYjGaYLo4dE YunDIgUaJdKUs W6u+JKYuNmcSh 64yZHZlVby7+ 53UzG90GU6HSz KLiy0VRJolNyP xrMhAauZUTRxj Xwt1K+Ihpxq3L puRC8FdfXietq 6pPq37julKjeR xFOINzuAQfbqA G91CHJnBAeIZX ePMevRfv3ftYt ha8fOYU/sD7/A Fzr4yi</latex it>
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log10(⇢gas/h⇢gasi)
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Figure 3. Volume-weighted joint probability density functions (PDF) of gas and dust density for the simulations in Fig. 1. At low-k, dust and gas are relatively
well-correlated. The white dashed line in this panel is where dust and gas fluctuate exactly together, ρd ∝ ρg. At mid/high-k, an asymmetric PDF develops
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Figure 4. PDFs of the ratio of dust density to gas density (normalized) for
all simulations, separated into simulations with µ < 1 (upper panel), and
simulations with µ ≥ 1 (lower panel). We color µ < 1 simulations accord-
ing to the “force parameter” µ/(k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉), as discussed in §3.1. µ ≥ 1
simulations are colored according to the dust drift velocity in the saturated
state, 〈ws〉sat/〈cs〉, as the force parameter is not necessarily as physically
meaningful for this regime. There is some trend towards larger ρd/ρg fluc-
tuations at larger µ/(k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉) (low-k regime), although there is significant
variation around this. This should be expected because similar ρd/ρg fluc-
tuations can arise either through large local dust fluctuations in a relatively
quiescent gas (for simulations in the mid- and high-k regimes), or through
correlated gas and dust density fluctuations in more vigorous turbulence (in
the low-k regime). See also Fig. 3 and the bottom-right panel of Fig. 7. The
PDFs mostly have log-normal-like shapes, although generally with signifi-
cant high-density tails. Some distinctly non-Gaussian features (for instance,
bumps) occur, particularly in the high-µ regime, due to the dominance of in-
dividual large-scale structures in the saturated state.
Figure 5. Standard deviation of logarithmic gas density, versus gas velocity
dispersion. Plotted line is the standard scaling from Federrath et al. (2008)
with b = 1/3. This provides a reasonable fit for δugas  3 cs, but the simula-
tions here produce weaker density fluctuations when δugas & 3 cs, as these
extreme cases tend to involve gas moving rapidly with dust along “chan-
nels” (rather than e.g. isotropic compressible turbulence in the gas).
(although the longest wavelength modes of µ0.1-a¯10-¯d1 lie in the
mid-k regime, due to numerical difficulties in capturing the high-k
instability; see App. A).
4.1.1 Linear growth of the instability
At early times, the acoustic RDI behaves as predicted in Hopkins &
Squire (2018b). As seen in the first column of Figure 1, the insta-
bility begins as sinusoidal oscillations, with the dominant (fastest-
growing) wavevector clearly aligned along a characteristic angle.
For the mid-k and high-k modes this is the predicted “resonant an-
gle” (kˆ · 〈ws〉 = ±cs), while for the low-k this is aligned with the
drift kˆ ‖ 〈ws〉, as expected.
Further, as seen in Figure 2, the growth rate of the instabil-
ities at early times agrees well with the linear theory predictions
assuming a fastest-growing wavenumber kmax between ∼ 1/∆x and
∼ 3/∆x. Note that because the predicted growth rates of this in-
stability increase without limit with k, the fastest-growing mode
will always be the highest wavenumber resolved. This is not ex-
actly defined, but occurs at some multiple of the grid scale. The
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Figure 6. Gas vs. dust velocity dispersions, with the dashed black line be-
ing equivalence. In saturation, the two are comparable with relatively small
scatter. In most cases, the mean/bulk drift velocity 〈ws〉/〈cs〉 of the saturated
state (colors, as labeled) does not correlate strongly with the fluctuations
δugas, δvdust in either dust or gas. The most extreme cases, however, do have
large fluctuations and large drift velocities. The six simulations marked by
“x”s in the bottom left failed to go turbulent due to reasons discussed in
§ A. They reside within a grayed out, numerically limited region. They are
also listed and grayed out in Tab. 1.
gas velocity and density fluctuations in the mid- and high-k cases
grow at approximately this rate until saturation, which is perhaps
not surprising since they saturate in a quasi-linear regime. In the
low-k case the growth rates slow down, but do not vanish, as the
perturbations become more strongly non-linear (δugas/cs → 1).
In all cases the dust density perturbations, which do not in-
cur any restoring pressure forces, become strongly non-linear well
before the gas. This can be clearly seen in the second column of
Figure 1.
Note that in certain simulations at high k and low µ – e.g.
µ0.01-a¯1-¯d10 – the instability does not grow as expected from lin-
ear theory, which we attribute to numerical difficulties associated
with resolving the resonant angle. This is explained in more detail
in App. A. Certain other simulations (e.g. µ0.01-a¯1-¯d0.1), which
are at mid- or high-k but with subsonic dust drift (〈ws〉 < cs), re-
main laminar because the RDI is stable, or has very low growth
rates, at these parameters.
4.1.2 Dust and gas distributions
Figures 3 and 4 show the distributions of dust and gas (time-
averaged in the saturated state). In the low-k regime, dust and gas
densities remain broadly proportional to one another in saturated
state, even as they vary over ∼ 1 − 2 dex together (albeit with a 1σ
dispersion of ∼ 0.3 − 0.6 dex at fixed ρg). This agrees with our ex-
pectation that the gas is effectively highly-compressible and moves
with the dust at these wavenumbers. As discussed in Hopkins &
Lee (2016), it is well-known that the standard numerical method of
integrating trajectories of a finite number of “super-particles” can
produce some numerical or “sampling” noise in the ratio ρd/ρg;
there we show this is at the level of ∼ 0.05 dex even when the gas
is externally stirred with δugas/cs ∼ 10 (the noise is still smaller
for sub-sonic flows). This is negligible for any simulation here
which develops non-laminar behavior (note the effects on δugas and
σ(log10(ρg)) are much smaller still, < 0.01 dex).
In contrast, at mid and high-k, the gas is largely incompress-
ible (with a small range in ρg, as expected from our arguments
above), while the dust occupies a range of densities remarkably
similar to the low-k case. This results in larger dust-to-gas ratio
fluctuations. At the same time, low gas density, rarefied regions in
the mid/high-k regimes are typically evacuated of dust. This is evi-
denced by the skewing of the low density tail in the right two panels
of Fig. 3.
Note that in simulations that lie near the “border” between the
low-k and mid-k regimes, the joint gas-dust PDFs show the skewed
shape of the incompressible high-k PDF, but with some elongation
in ρg correlated with ρd as in the low-k PDF.
The one-dimensional PDFs of ρd/ρg are shown in Fig. 4. In
the mid-k and high-k regimes, these PDFs are similar in shape to
the PDF of ρd because fluctuations in ρd are larger than those in ρg.
Because the gas turbulence is more vigorous in the low-k regime,
there is only a weak trend towards wider distributions at lower k
(higher µ/(k0 〈cs〉〈ts〉)). The distributions are very crudely of a log-
normal shape, although many have strong high-ρd/ρg tails.
4.1.3 Comparison to “Passive Dust” Simulations
Comparing the bivariate PDFs in Figure 3 to those for simulations
of “passive” dust clustering in externally-driven isothermal turbu-
lence in Hopkins & Lee (2016)3 (see also Pan & Padoan 2013;
Hogan et al. 1999; Lee et al. 2017), it is clear that the PDFs for the
mid-k and high-k regimes here are qualitatively different from the
PDFs in those “passive dust” experiments, at any turbulent Mach
number.
Even the low-k PDF, which broadly resembles some “passive
dust” cases at higher Mach number, differs qualitatively in detail.
For example, in passive dust simulations (see, e.g. figure 9 of Hop-
kins & Lee 2016), the bivariate PDF always tapers noticeably to
ρd ≈ µ ρg as ρg increases, because the dust is more tightly coupled
to the gas in dense regions. Here, as seen in the left-hand panel of
Fig. 3, this does not occur. This is because the RDI operates on all
density scales and it is the dust that drives the large density fluctu-
ations in the first place.
Moreover, the global, strong anisotropy of RDI turbulence is
clear in all regimes in Fig. 1, and is quite different from externally-
driven turbulence. Specifically, the dust is arranged into filaments
with a preferred direction along the characteristic mode angles of
the RDI, even in the nonlinear, turbulent state. Likewise, the dust
morphology is quite different, with “plumes” and “jets” of dust as
opposed to ridge-lines between gas vortices.
We have also confirmed these conclusions directly by running
a simulation with parameters otherwise identical to an RDI simula-
tion, but with “passive” dust (µ → 0), and externally-driven turbu-
lence tuned to produce the same δugas/cs as the RDI run (using the
turbulent-driving scheme of Hopkins & Lee 2016). As expected,
the bivariate PDFs, morphology, anisotropy, and other key proper-
ties have almost nothing in common.
Not surprisingly, higher-order diagnostics (e.g. dust-dust and
dust-gas correlation functions) differ even more dramatically be-
tween RDI- and externally driven turbulence simulations. These
will be studied in detail in future work.
4.2 Nonlinear/Saturated Scalings
A simple diagnostic of the gas turbulence in the saturated state is
shown in Fig. 5, which plots the gas density dispersion versus its
velocity dispersion for all simulations, comparing to the expected
3 Note that Hopkins & Lee (2016) used the same simulation
code/numerical methods, and analysis methods.
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Figure 7. Standard deviation of gas velocity, (log) gas density, dust density, and dust-to-gas mass ratio vs. µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉). Note that µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) divides the
mid/low-k regimes at unity, and the mid/high-k regimes at µ/(k0〈cs〉〈ts〉) = µ2. Top Left: Dotted lines compare the quasi-linear theory prediction (§ 3), which
provides a remarkably good fit except when µ  1 (where several of the assumptions there break down). Note that the prediction depends on 〈ws〉/〈cs〉 in the
low-k regime (hence separate lines for different values of 〈ws〉sat/〈cs〉, colored as labeled), but does not in the mid/high-k regime, a feature that also appears
to be present in the simulation data for 〈δu2gas〉1/2sat . Large velocity fluctuations are produced at low-k and large 〈ws〉/〈cs〉. The dust velocity scales similarly,
per Fig. 6. Bottom Left: Dotted lines show σ(log10(ρgas)), calculated using the predicted δugas (see Fig. 5). Larger velocity fluctuations correlate with larger
density fluctuations. Top Right: Dust density fluctuations. There is no obvious predictive relation for the pressure-free dust-density fluctuations. Bottom Right:
Dust-to-gas-ratio fluctuations. These largely trace the ρd fluctuations, but are weaker at low-k than would be expected in the case of dust and gas being strictly
uncorrelated. That is to say, we observe σ(log10(ρdust/ρgas))
2 < σ(log10(ρdust/〈ρdust〉))2 + σ(log10(ρgas/〈ρgas〉))2 at low-k due to some non-zero covariance
between dust and gas density.
statistics from driven turbulence simulations Eq. (11). We see a rea-
sonable fit for lower Mach numbers, indicating the gas turbulence is
broadly similar to standard (solenoidally) forced turbulence. There
are, however, significant differences once δugas & 3cs., which is
likely because in this high-Mach-number regime the system be-
comes highly anisotropic, with strong channels of high-velocity gas
driven by dust columns (see §4.3 and Fig. 8).
Figure 6 compares the saturated dust and gas velocity disper-
sions. As expected from equipartition arguments, δvdust ≈ δugas in
nearly all simulations.
Figure 7 shows the saturated values of δugas/cs, for our full set
of simulations. We compare to the predicted mid-k and low-k scal-
ings from § 3 (Eq. 10), which do a surprisingly good job explaining
the non-linear behavior, at least at the order-of-magnitude level.
Performing a maximum likelihood fit to the data in each regime,
modeling δugas/cs ∝ µαµ (k 〈cs〉〈ts〉)αk (〈ws〉/cs)αw , we find “best-fit”
power-laws consistent with our predicted scaling within the ∼ 1σ
range, but with large uncertainties arising from the limited statis-
tics.
It is worth noting that the mass-weighted statistics conform
better to the scalings, but for consistency with the rest of the
figures we have chosen to display volume-weighted statistics.
Our low-k scalings, while holding broadly, have a large scatter
for δugas/cs. The predictions for σ[log10(ρg/〈ρg〉)] are somewhat
too high at low-k, although they are more accurate for the mid-
and high-k regimes. This is reflective of an apparent plateau in
σ[log10(ρg/〈ρg〉)] at σ[log10(ρg/〈ρg〉)] ∼ 0.2 (see also Fig. 5).
We did not have an a priori prediction for the magni-
tude of dust density fluctuations (σ[log10(ρd)] or σ[log10(ρd/ρg)],
which are similar), but Figure 7 shows they increase both with
µ/(k 〈cs〉〈ts〉) and 〈ws〉/cs, reaching a maximum of ∼ 0.5 − 0.6 dex
dispersion.
4.3 Extreme Cases: Decoupling of Dust “Jets”
In extreme, high-ws simulations, we observe a phenomenon we
term “dust drafting,” where dust aligns into narrow filaments in the
direction of motion. These filaments drag a small fraction of the
gas along with them, leaving the rest of the gas behind. A minority
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Figure 8. Dust drafting in simulation µ0.01-a¯1e5-¯d0.1. Top: Volume and
mass-weighted dust drift velocities (〈ws〉) and gas velocity dispersion
(δugas) versus time. Bottom: Face/side-on slices of the simulation (as Fig. 1).
When 〈ws〉 and µ are sufficiently large, dust aligns into filaments along the
acceleration direction a, with particles drafting (upstream particles acceler-
ating the gas to reduce the drag force on downstream particles). This allows
the dust and gas to reach very high speed in the filaments relative to the gas
and dust outside of the filaments. These filaments become increasingly con-
centrated with time. This means the mass-weighted 〈ws〉mass/cs increases,
while the volume-weighted 〈ws〉vol./cs remains relatively constant. The gas
δugas also continues to grow, but this is increasingly driven by the small
volume of gas being entrained in the filaments being rapidly accelerated by
high-density dust.
of the gas gets a majority of the force, µa, causing these filaments
effectively decouple from the rest of the gas (cf. Eq. 2).
Figure 8 shows one example: µ0.01-a¯1e5-¯d0.1, with ws,eq/cs ∼
100, the highest in all our simulations. A small amount of gas re-
mains tightly coupled to the dust and is dragged along with it, such
that within the filaments, the drift velocity ws is closer to its equi-
librium value. This is reflected in Figure 8’s upper panel, where
the volume-weighted drift velocity (termed 〈ws〉vol.) differs from
the mass-weighted drift velocity (termed 〈ws〉mass) by more than
a factor of four. We have observed this phenomenon only for sim-
ulations with ws,eq/cs & 10, and the onset is more rapid at higher
µ.
In our simulations, once a filament forms it continues ac-
celerating indefinitely, although in reality there could be stronger
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities or viscous dissipation induced by
the strong shear at the boundary of the filament (because the width
of the filament becomes very small and may depend on resolu-
tion, such effects are difficult to resolve numerically). The mass-
weighted 〈ws〉 continues to grow, reaching 〈ws〉mass/cs ∼ 400 at
the time shown, while the volume-weighted 〈ws〉 is approximately
constant. The density statistics remain stable as this happens, while
δugas/cs continues to marginally increase.
Of course, this phenomenon is partly an artifact of using a
finite, periodic simulation domain. In a global simulation with more
realistic dust physics, these filaments might be driven out of the gas
altogether, or trigger the onset of secondary effects like dust self-
shielding and/or grain collisions.
4.4 Effects of the Gas Equation-of-State
Our default simulations adopt an isothermal equation-of-state
(EOS) for the reasons discussed above (§ 2). However we have
also re-run the simulation µ0.01-a¯1e3-¯d0.1 using a strictly poly-
tropic (constant-entropy) EOS with P = γ−1 〈cs〉2 〈ρg〉 (ρg/〈ρg〉)γ,
with γ = 5/3 (this is labeled with the suffix ”-γ5/3” in Tab. 1). Note
that we effectively assume that the gas reverts instantaneously to
the polytropic EOS after shocks, rather than allowing the entropy
to increase (otherwise the box-averaged pressure and sound speed
would increase in time without limit). In the linear regime, the
different EOS modifies only an order-unity pre-factor in the RDI
growth rate and we find qualitatively similar results in the simula-
tion here.
In the saturated state, we find the gas turbulence and result-
ing gas density fluctuations are modestly suppressed for the stiffer
EOS, as expected, but this is again an order-unity effect (note that
turbulent Mach numbers are sub-sonic here). Further, the PDF of
ρg/ρd is narrower in the γ = 5/3 case than in the γ = 1.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present the first study of the non-linear regime
of the acoustic RDI. We focus on the simple case of dust grains in
a homogeneous medium, coupled via aerodynamic (Epstein) drag,
with a constant differential acceleration between gas and dust. We
find that the acoustic RDI grows robustly at all scales, eventually
breaking up into internally generated turbulence and saturating at
large amplitudes. The turbulence is highly anisotropic, with dust
concentrated in filaments, plumes or jets along the direction of ac-
celeration. Strongly non-linear structures occur consistently in the
dust, necessitating numerical simulations that can follow the veloc-
ity distribution function of the grains. We show the simulations can
be conveniently characterized by three dimensionless numbers, and
survey the parameter space to characterize the saturated states.
The linear growth rates and structure (e.g. wavenumbers and
their “resonant angles”) of the fastest-growing modes agree with
the predictions from linear theory (Hopkins & Squire 2018b). The
resonant angles are sufficiently virulent to persist well into the non-
linear state, and can be clearly seen in the turbulence. The behavior
in the linear regime can be organized into three regimes based on
the range of wavenumber k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 (“low,” “mid,” and “high”-k),
and we find this division persists in the non-linear regime.
The mid and high-k regimes seem qualitatively similar (but
quantitatively distinct): the turbulence driven in the gas is sub-
sonic, and only weakly compressible. Although the dust and gas
local velocity dispersions reach rough equipartition in saturation,
the dust density structure is strongly modified, with the aforemen-
tioned plumes and filaments appearing. This generates a distribu-
tion of ρd/ρg which has an approximate log-normal (or perhaps
power-law-like in the tails) shape, with 1σ dispersions reaching
∼ 0.3 − 0.6 dex (reaching orders-of-magnitude fluctuations, in the
tails).
The low-k regime is essentially defined by wavenumbers
where the pressure gradient forces in equilibrium are weak com-
pared to the bulk force exerted by dust on gas. This makes the
gas more compressible, and it is driven by the dust into large den-
sity fluctuations, and even shocks. To leading order dust and gas
densities are correlated, albeit with significant scatter at any ρg.
The fastest-growing mode structures are distinct, with wavenumber
aligned with the acceleration direction, producing long-wavelength
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“arcs” or “shells” in dust and gas. We see broadly similar behav-
ior in the dust-dominated regime with ρd/ρg ≥ 1, consistent with
the idea that the character of the instability is similar in this regime
(Hopkins & Squire 2018b).
In all cases, we note that the non-linear behavior is qualita-
tively different from the results of “passive” dust simulations, in
which the dust is treated as a pure tracer population (i.e. the gas
does not “feel” the dust), with externally-driven turbulence.
These simulations form a first step towards studying the ef-
fects of the acoustic RDI on astrophysical phenomena. Certainly,
the large dust density and velocity fluctuations and non-linear,
anisotropic concentrations produced, will alter critical properties
such as dust-gas chemistry, dust growth and collision rates, extinc-
tion and effective/observable attenuation curves, and more. Future
work will consider detailed applications to specific astrophysical
environments – e.g. cool-star winds, AGN torii, and dense GMCs
– but these require additional physics (e.g. radiative cooling, or
global simulations with outflow boundaries) that break the scale-
free nature of our studies here. While we work in dimensionless
problem units here, in Hopkins & Squire (2018b) we discuss how
these translate to physical units in the astrophysical environments
mentioned above. For reference, the boundary between low- and
mid-k regimes (long and mid-wavelength modes) occurs around
scales of ∼ 0.001 − 0.1 pc in GMCs, ∼ 1 − 100 au in AGN torii,
and ∼103 − 105 km in cool-star wind environments, for typical pa-
rameters. In all cases, these are relatively small scales compared to
those of the systems in question.
In this paper, in order to aid physical understanding, we sim-
plified by assuming a single grain size in each simulation. This
implies that quantities like the stopping time, resonant angle, and
drift velocity are single-valued. In future work, we will explore the
more physical case with a spectrum of grain sizes. We will also
explore higher-order diagnostics, e.g. grain clustering and collision
kernels. Finally, a wide variety of other RDIs remain to be explored
in the nonlinear regime, with many (e.g. magnetohydrodynamical
RDIs, or the epicyclic RDI) likely to have qualitatively different
non-linear behavior and and saturation mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS IN THE
HIGH-WAVENUMBER REGIME
In some simulations – in particular those at high dimensionless
wavenumber, k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 – the RDI does not grow as expected from
linear-theory, with the gas remaining laminar (or nearly so) over
the duration of the simulation. We do not believe this to be a phys-
ical effect, but rather due to finite resolution and numerical dissi-
pation/noise. We discuss the possible causes for this here, in order
to motivate further study of this regime. The affected simulations
are shown with gray text in Table 1 (recall that there are also some
simulations, e.g. µ0.01-a¯1-¯d0.1, that do not go turbulent because
they are subsonic and in the mid-k or high-k regime, where growth
rates are very low; see Hopkins & Squire 2018b).
A particular challenge for simulating the RDI in the high
k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 regime is resolving the resonant angle. While we can
always construct a box that resolves arbitrarily high k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 by
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changing the simulation parameters (a¯ and ¯d), as shown in Hop-
kins & Squire (2018b), the linear growth rates become increasingly
sharply peaked around the resonant angle (where kˆ·ws,eq = cs) with
increasing k 〈cs〉〈ts〉. More precisely, defining the longest wave-
length mode in the box as k0 = ξ/(µ cs 〈ts〉) (where ξ > 1 is re-
quired to be in the high-k regime), the growth rate drops by orders
of magnitude outside some width in mode angle, ∆ cos θk ∼ ∆θk ∼
µ ξ−1/3 (〈ws〉/cs)−1 (in the high-k regime, assuming 〈ws〉  cs). At
finite resolution, any angular structure smaller than ∆θ ∼ ∆x/L0 =
N−1/3 will be unable to be resolved. At our fiducial resolution of
N1/3 = 128, this means we can only barely resolve resonant angles
in the high-k regime for marginally high-k boxes (ξ ∼ 1), relatively
low 〈ws〉/cs ∼ 1 − 10, and relatively high µ ∼ 0.1. Examination of
the parameters in Table 1 shows that almost all simulations that fail
to become turbulent do indeed have very narrow RDI resonances.
Unfortunately, this numerical issue is difficult to overcome (e.g.
fixed-grid-based codes almost certainly face the same issues) and
even significant increases in resolution allow only modest gains in
the resolvable resonant angles (and thus the k 〈cs〉〈ts〉 that is possi-
ble to simulate). Two-dimensional simulations, which allow much
higher resolutions, could thus be particularly helpful for study of
the high-k regime.
There is another numerical issue, again primarily affecting the
high-k regime, which is more specific to the Lagrangian finite-
volume method used here. In the linear regime, at increasing k,
the back-reaction from drag becomes an increasingly small pertur-
bation compared to pressure forces (as ∇P ∼ k P). Non-linearly,
as discussed in § 3, this translates to the predicted δugas/cs: again
defining k0 = ξ/(µ cs 〈ts〉), then in the high-k regime, we see that
δugas/cs ∼ µ ξ−2/3, which is very small (see Eq. 10). It is well-
known that both finite-volume and Lagrangian numerical hydrody-
namics methods have difficulty accurately capturing very low Mach
number, nearly-incompressible turbulence: the Riemann solver in-
troduces numerical diffusion and the constant re-arrangement of the
grid introduces “remeshing noise,” which launches sound waves,
both of which make it difficult to follow highly-subsonic effects. In
Hopkins (2014), we show specifically for the numerical methods
here that sub-sonic effects can be numerically over-damped below
turbulent Mach numbers 0.01.
To capture RDI-induced turbulence at such low δugas/cs, other,
lower-noise, numerical methods may be required. Note that in ev-
ery case tested where the instabilities failed to grow, either the pre-
dicted δugas/cs  0.01, or the resonant angle was unresolved (usu-
ally both).
APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL DETAILS &
TESTS
B1 Numerical Implementation
As noted in the main text, the salient equations (1)–(3) are solved
using the code GIZMO (Hopkins 2014). The numerical scheme
for hydrodynamics and magneto-hydrodynamics (i.e. the gas equa-
tions, absent dust) in GIZMO has been extensively described and
tested in previous work (e.g. Gaburov & Nitadori 2011; Hopkins
2014; Hopkins & Raives 2016; Hopkins 2016, 2017; Zhu & Li
2016; Deng et al. 2017; Hubber et al. 2018). Likewise, the scheme
for integrating the trajectories of dust particles within gas is de-
scribed and validated in detail in previous studies (e.g. Hopkins &
Lee 2016; Lee et al. 2017).
The only added numerical element in GIZMO in this study












































Figure B1. Validation tests of the dust-gas coupling algorithm used in the
main text. Top: Uniform box of dust and gas (no external acceleration) with
non-zero initial vd (but ug = 0). We plot the box-averaged velocity ver-
sus time (in code units), for both gas (circles) and dust (squares), for 3D
boxes with different resolution (labeled). Convergence to the exact solu-
tion is rapid (at time 1.5, the L1 error norm at N = 43 [163] is ∼ 0.01
[∼ 0.001]). Bottom: Damped, coupled linear dust-gas acoustic waves, at
time t = 1.2 λ/cs. Convergence in the dust wave (squares) is extremely
rapid. The gas wave (circles) converges more slowly owing to its sensitivity
to the “smearing” of the momentum “back-reaction” force from dust onto
gas (which is only first-order). Still, even at N = 43, all qualitative features
of the waves are captured, and by N = 323 the deviations from the exact
solution are nearly indistinguishable.
is the “back-reaction” term to the gas equation-of-motion, i.e. the
force from dust on gas. Our implementation follows standard well-
tested methods from e.g. Youdin & Johansen (2007); Bai & Stone
(2010a): after calculating the change to the velocity/momentum of
a given dust super-particle ∆pa (which is integrated semi-implicitly
over the entire timestep, as described in Hopkins & Lee 2016),
the momentum is subtracted from the surrounding gas elements
according to the weighted kernel function ∆pb = −∆pa W(xb −
xa, Ha)/
∑
c W(xc − xa, Ha), where W is the same kernel function
used to define both the hydrodynamic operations and the interpo-
lation of gas properties to the grain super-particle position (unlike
grid or spectral hydrodynamics methods, since our code is parti-
cle based, there is no ambiguity about the appropriate “matching”
kernel function). In this study we adopt the standard cubic spline
for W, with radius of compact support Ha set to twice the kernel-
averaged gas element neighbor distance (this is identical to the hy-
drodynamic search, see Hopkins 2014). The normalization of W
ensures total momentum conservation is machine-accurate, and be-
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cause our hydrodynamic method is finite-volume, the momentum
flux ∆pb is treated like any other hydrodynamic flux in the drift-
kick operations and timestep restrictions for gas.
In Fig. B1, we consider two common numerical validation
tests for coupled dust-gas dynamics, variants of the “dustybox”
and “dustywave” problems from Laibe & Price (2011). In both, we
initialize a homogeneous 3D periodic box (size unity) with mean
〈ρd〉 = 〈ρg〉 = cs = Lbox = ts = 1. In the first, we set ug = 0,
vd = v0 xˆ; this has a trivial analytic solution where the dust de-
celerates, while accelerating the gas, until the two reach the same
velocity = v0/2. In the second, we initialize an adiabatic traveling
coupled linear dust-gas wave with δv/cs = 2 δρ/ρ = 10−4 sin(2pi x)
in dust and gas; this corresponds to a coupled dust-gas wave sys-
tem where the two waves come in and out of phase while gradually
damping (analytic solutions here are less trivial, but are described
in detail in Laibe & Price 2011). Both exhibit the expected behavior
and convergence rates.
Similar algorithms have been studied extensively in the lit-
erature (for some examples in astrophysical applications, see e.g.
Youdin & Johansen 2007; Bai & Stone 2010a, or for examples of
widespread applications in laboratory/terrestrial particle-laden tur-
bulence, see Yeung & Pope 1988; Elghobashi & Truesdell 1993;
Kulick et al. 1994; Pan & Banerjee 1996; Sundaram & Collins
1997; Boivin et al. 1998; Sundaram & Collins 1999; Ferrante &
Elghobashi 2003; Lucci et al. 2010; Ireland & Desjardins 2017).
For readers interested in the exact numerical implementation de-
tails (because it is impossible to be complete in describing all as-
pects of the code parallelization and other aspects), we make our
methods public and distribute them directly in the public GIZMO
source code, alongside detailed User Guide and test problem se-
tups.4 We stress that this includes all algorithms used here and can
reproduce all our results in this paper.
B2 Robustness to Numerical Methods & Initial Conditions
Unfortunately, the acoustic RDI studied here is not amenable to
idealized “validation” tests, nor is there a well-defined convergence
criterion or error norm. Exact analytic non-linear solutions or any
other “reference solution” against which to compare do not exist,
hence our motivation for this study. Even in the linear regime, the
problem fundamentally is that all wavelengths are unstable with a
growth rate that increases monotonically and without limit with de-
creasing wavelength.5 In other words, the “fastest-growing mode”
is always at the grid-scale, and we should expect to obtain different
solutions at different resolution (at any time).
This is a uniquely challenging aspect of these studies, which
merits further exploration in future work. For now, however, we can
ask a simpler question: whether the bulk properties of the boxes
simulated are especially sensitive to the details of the numerical




5 Consider for example running a linear-regime test problem with a
“seeded” mode in the low-k regime at wavelength λ = 5 ∆x0 (∆x0 the
initial resolution scale), run for just one e-folding time. If we surveyed a
factor of just ∼ 32 in linear resolution, then grid-scale modes (seeded e.g.
by integration error) in the highest-resolution case should (according to the
extrapolation of linear theory) grow in amplitude by a factor of ∼ 1013 in
the same time.
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Figure B2. Various 2D numerical tests validating that our methods are
robust for study of the RDI. All have 2562 gas particles and, other
than being two dimensional, are share parameters with the simulation
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1 (cf. Tab. 1). These PDFs are computed identically to those
in Fig. B3. Top: These simulations are identical except for a varying number
of dust particles. The legend shows the ratio of dust to gas particles, with
the lowest number being just 1/16 as many dust particles as gas particles,
and the highest being 4 times as many. The PDF does not notably change
aside from becoming noisier as we use fewer dust particles. Bottom: De-
picted here are the results from doubling the box length (Long), using an
alternative numerical method (meshless finite-mass (MFM)), and starting
from lattice-like initial conditions, rather than glass-like (Lattice ICs). All
PDFs are again quite similar. Statistical fluctuations likely account for any
discrepancies.
As a test of how robust our statistics are to variations in numer-
ical methods, we have run several different 2D simulations, each
with the same parameters as our mid-k case study, µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1.
PDFs of the ratio of dust density to gas density are shown in
Fig. B2, averaged over the saturated state. In one simulation, the
box is twice as long in the direction of acceleration a. As expected,
there are no notable changes in this case. In another simulation,
we have used the second-order Lagrangian finite-mass “meshless
finite-mass” (MFM) method for the hydrodynamics instead of our
preferred “meshless finite-volume” (MFV) method. As particles
have constant mass in this method, the high-density regions are
better sampled, while at the same time the low-density regions are
poorly sampled, and noisy. Even so, the results are consistent with
the results obtained with MFV. We have also tried initializing gas
and dust particles at grid points, rather than random positions. The
results obtained are, within statistical fluctuations, identical to the
glass-like, randomly sampled initial conditions.
B3 Robustness to Numerical Resolution
In Fig. B3, we illustrate the dependence of the density PDFs on
resolution for the low-k and mid-k simulations, which are not
strongly affected by the numerical difficulties discussed above. We
see that the differences between the 1283 and 2563 simulations
are minimal, although, perhaps unsurprisingly, the highest and
lowest ρd/ρg are somewhat unresolved at 1283. At 643 the PDFs
look significantly more Gaussian, illustrating that aspects of the
turbulence may not be well-resolved. We note, however, that the
general characteristics of the RDI – e.g. the resonant angle and
general structure of the instability – look very similar at all three
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Figure B3. The volume weighted PDFs of dust density over gas density
for the simulations µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001(low-k), µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1(mid-k)
and their high/low resolution counterparts µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001-HR/LR and
µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1-HR/LR. In the majority of our simulations, we have 1283
dust and gas particles. In order to test the effects of resolution on our results,
we have run and examined two simulations with 2563 dust and gas particles
and two with 643. The particular parameters of these simulations (i.e. µ, ¯,
and a¯) are identical to those of µ0.01-a¯1e4-¯d0.001and µ0.01-a¯100-¯d0.1.
We find that our results seem relatively well converged at 1283. The low-
density tails of the PDFs here are not sampled quite as well in the 1283
simulations as in the 2563, while on the high-density end the PDFs are bet-
ter resolved. In the low resolution, 643 simulations, the high and low den-
sity regions are more poorly sampled, and the simulations fail to accurately
capture the non-Gaussian structure of the PDFs. Other statistics associated
with the saturated state of the simulations are also mostly unchanged when
increasing the resolution (c.f. Table 1).
resolutions (not shown).
In addition to studying resolution effects in 3D, we have exam-
ined the effects of using various different numbers of dust particles
in 2D simulations. PDFs of the dust-to-gas mass ratio are shown
in the top panel of Fig. B2. It is important to note that these PDFs
differ substantially from the three dimensional case, as should be
expected due to the different properties of turbulence in two di-
mensions. For this reason, we have chosen to isolate the two dimen-
sional tests rather than present them all together. Even when using
1/16 as many dust particles as gas particles, the PDF remains, while
noisier, relatively similar to when higher numbers of dust particles
are used. Thus, including a greater or lesser number of dust parti-
cles does not seem to dramatically impact our results.
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